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INTRODUCTION
In 2020, digital platform businesses are everywhere. They help us park our
cars, walk our dogs and find us places to stay when we travel. Hidden beneath the
lick e ee f he e la f
e i e face , h e e , i a di i g a a f
complicated mathematical and economics problems, ranging from auction rules to
set prices for advertisements to recommendation engines programmed to make
suggestions for new content. Big data, along with powerful algorithms and large user
networks, have become critical competitive advantages, and indeed, barriers to entry
for smaller startup firms. Along with success, however, comes litigation digital
platform businesses are increasingly being investigated and sued for antitrust
offenses in the United States and around the world. 1 In October 2020, the
Department of Justice and eleven state Attorneys General filed a civil lawsuit against
Google alleging monopolization in the markets for digital search and search
advertising, and less than two months later, the Federal Trade Commission and 46
state Attorneys General filed suit against Facebook for monopolization in the
personal social networking market.2 The critical question that this Note asks is
whether the current assessment of procompetitive justifications within rule of reason
1 The

De a e f J ice a d e e al a e a e c e l i e iga i g G gle
ac ice i
areas of search and digital advertising sales; the Federal Trade Commission and several states are
c e l i e iga i g Faceb k
ac ice i a ea f li e ad e i i g a d da a i ac ; a d
the Federal Trade Commission and several states are investigating Ama
ea e
f hi dparty sellers on its online marketplace. Cecilia Kang et al., U.S. is Said to Plan to File Antitrust
Charges
Against
Google,
N.Y.
TIMES
(May
15,
2020),
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/15/technology/google-antitrust-investigation.html;
Brent
Kendall & John D. McKinnon, Justice Department, State Attorneys General Likely to Bring
Antitrust
Lawsuits
Against
Google,
WALL
ST.
J.
(May
15,
2020),
https://www.wsj.com/articles/justice-department-state-attorneys-general-likely-to-bring-antitrustlawsuits-against-google-11589573622; Taylor Telford & Tony Romm, New York, 7 Other States
and D.C. Launch Antitrust Investigation into Facebook, WASH. POST (Sept. 6, 2019),
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/09/06/new-york-announces-antitrustinvestigation-into-facebook-kicking-off-bipartisan-effort/; Tyler Sonnemaker, Amazon is
Reportedly Facing a New Antitrust Investigation Into its Online Marketplace Led by the FTC and
Attorneys General in New York and California, BUS. INSIDER (Aug. 3, 2020),
https://www.businessinsider.com/amazon-antitrust-probe-ftc-new-york-california-onlinemarketplace-2020-8.
2 P e Relea e, U.S. De
f J ., J ice De a e S e M
li G gle F Vi la i g
Antitrust Laws (Oct. 20, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-suesmonopolist-google-violating-antitrust-laws; P e Relea e, Fed. T ade C
, FTC S e
Facebook for Illegal Monopolization (Dec. 9, 2020), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/pressreleases/2020/12/ftc-sues-facebook-illegal-monopolization.
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analysis is sufficiently broad and flexible to consider, and where appropriate, credit
as procompetitive the range of ways that digital platform businesses enable
efficiencies in the markets where they compete. As discussed more thoroughly in
this Note, digital platform businesses may be responsible for a range of efficiency
improvements, such as reducing the time and effort to find desired goods and
services, reducing contracting costs, increasing product and services quality,
increasing the rate of innovation, and improving allocative efficiency. To the extent
that some of these efficiencies are enabled by or require a restraint to competition, it
is critical for antitrust analysis to consider this balancing of effects. Otherwise, slight
decreases or i edi e
c
eii
ld ake a defe da
b i e
del
susceptible to antitrust challenge even if on net the conduct ultimately benefits
competition and consumers.
In the twenty years since United States v. Microsoft, the first major antitrust
case involving a digital platform defendant, the question of when to credit a
procompetitive justification for any defendant, let alone a defendant operating in a
highly technical and rapidly evolving industry, remains murky.3 In Federal Trade
Commission v. Indiana Federation of Dentists (he ei af e Indiana Federation of
Dentists ), he Supreme Court suggested looking
ee he he a defe da
c d c de
a e a be efi
c
e i i , ch a h gh a c ea i
f
4
efficie cie . Yet this vague efficiencies-focused approach gives little guidance to
lower courts regarding what conduct constitutes an efficiency improvement and
when it should be credited. This is the approach that the D.C. Circuit followed in
Microsoft and is used by a majority of circuit courts.5
De i e a big i i he S e e C
d c i e, hi N e c fi
ha
the existing approach to crediting procompetitive justifications within rule of reason
analysis is superior to alternatives suggested in legal scholarship or taken up by a
minority of circuit courts because it is sufficiently broad and flexible to consider the
range of ways that digital platform businesses enable efficiencies in the markets in
which they compete. The existing efficiencies-focused approach permits defendants,
including digital platform defendants, to assert a wide variety of justifications for
3 United

States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
FTC v. Ind. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986) (de c ibi g a
c
eii e
justifica i a
ec
e aili g
c
e i i e i e such as, for example, the creation of
efficiencies in the operation of a market or the provision of goods and services . . . . ) (ci a i
omitted).
5
FTC v. Qualcomm Inc., 969 F.3d 974, 991 (9th Cir. 2020); Viamedia, Inc. v. Comcast Corp.,
951 F.3d 429, 463 (7th Cir. 2020); Mylan Pharm. Inc. v. Warner Chilcott Pub. Ltd. Co., 838 F.3d
421, 438 (3d Cir. 2016); New York ex rel. Schneiderman v. Actavis PLC, 787 F.3d 638, 652 (2d
Cir. 2015); United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
4
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their conduct, which they must then substantiate with record evidence. Further, the
existing rule of reason analysis is well designed to reject justifications where a
defendant does not carry its burden of proof, a plaintiff shows a less restrictive means
to achieve the same benefit, or balancing shows that the anticompetitive harm from
a defe da
c d c
eigh i
c
e i i e be efi .
Whereas the breadth of what falls within improving competition through
c ea i
f efficie cie 6 may feel too indeterminate to practically apply, this Note
confirms that several historical and more recent cases demonstrate the contours of
which efficiencies are likely to be cognizable. And, this Note confirms that courts
have not struggled to apply the broad efficiencies-focused approach or, more
generally, rule of reason to the conduct of digital platform defendants. Attempts to
limit or cabin what can be credited as a procompetitive justification are worse paths
forward and run the risk of leaving antitrust hostile to innovative technologies and
business methods used by digital platform defendants.
This Note argues, however, that the existing efficiencies-focused approach
could be improved if reviewing courts were to provide greater clarity about what
criteria they are using when assessing procompetitive justifications. Courts can do
b a l i g he defi i i
f
c
e i i e j ifica i
de el ed i
Microsoft (itself an outgrowth of Indiana Federation of Dentists) as a series of steps
for review: (1) assess if a procompetitive justification is cognizable, i.e., if it
implicates an efficiency improvement; (2) determine if it is substantiated in fact; and
(3) assess whether there is a less restrictive alternative to achieving the same result,
should the plaintiff assert that such an alternative exists.7
Below, this Note outlines relevant background antitrust principles,
including how courts generally apply rule of reason analysis and when they credit
procompetitive justifications. This Note then summarizes some distinguishing
economic characteristics of platform businesses and the efficiencies that they bring
to bear in markets where they compete. Next, this Note reviews whether Microsoft
presents a sufficiently clear and flexible standard by which to judge procompetitive
justifications asserted by digital platform defendants. Finding that it does not, this
Note proceeds to analyze and reject suggestions in legal scholarship that would alter
or streamline review of procompetitive justifications for failing to adequately
6I

d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. at 459.
Microsoft, 253 F.3d a 59 ( [A]
c
e i i e j ifica i . . . [i ] a
e e al clai
ha [a defe da ] c d c i i deed a f
fc
e i i on the merits because it involves, for
e a le, g ea e efficie c
e ha ced c
e a eal . . . . ).
7
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account for the efficiencies enabled by digital platform businesses. Finally, this Note
presents a way forward that largely clarifies existing doctrine and demonstrates its
continued flexibility and adaptability to assessing digital platform conduct. While
the result is a broad, flexible, fact-driven approach to reviewing procompetitive
justifications, this approach continues to produce the best and most consistent
results.
I
ANTITRUST ENFORCEMENT AND PROCOMPETITIVE JUSTIFICATIONS
Below, this Note outlines some background principles of antitrust review.
Next, it summarizes when case law suggests that procompetitive justifications
should be credited from a review of historical and modern cases.
A. Introduction to Antitrust Review and Principles
1. Overview to Antitrust Review
Antitrust cases are typically litigated under the Sherman Antitrust Act
( She a Ac )
he Cla
A i
Ac ( Cla
Ac ). Sherman Act Section
1 is most commonly invoked to prevent two rivals from working together to restrict
output and raise prices,8 while Section 2 is invoked to prevent a single firm, if shown
to have monopoly power, from maintaining that power through anticompetitive
means.9 The Clayton Act prevents mergers that are likely to negatively affect

8

See 15 U.S.C. 1 ( E e c
ac , c bi a i i he f
f
he i e,
conspiracy, in restraint of trades or commerce among the several States or with foreign nations, is
decla ed be illegal. ); see also Procaps, S.A. v. Patheon, Inc., 845 F.3d 1072, 1079 80 (11th
Cir. 2016) (describing the interchangeability of the terms contract, combination, and conspiracy in
antitrust case law).
9 15 U.S.C. § 2 ( E e
e
h hall
li e, a e
li e, c bi e
or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce
among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of a felony . . . . ).
M
li a i ha
ele e : (1) he
e i
f
l
e i he ele a
a ke
and (2) the willful acquisition or maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or
development as a consequence of a superior product, business ac e ,
hi ic accide .
United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 570 71 (1966). Merely possessing a monopoly
without anticompetitive conduct to maintain it is insufficient to violate the Sherman Act. United
S a e . Al i
C . f A ., 148 F.2d 416, 429 (2d Ci . 1945) ( I d e
f ll
beca e
Alc a had ch a
l , ha i
li ed he i g
a ke : i a
ha e achie ed
l ;
l
a ha e bee h
i . ).
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competition in a market.10 Federal agencies, state attorneys general and private
plaintiffs may bring suit under the Sherman Act or Clayton Act.11 Because this Note
is most interested in how courts have assessed alleged procompetitive justifications
for the conduct of digital platform defendants, the Sherman Act, and in particular,
jurisprudence addressing Section 2 claims, i
ele a
hi N e a al i .
The first step of a Sherman Act Section 1 case is distinguishable from a
Section 2 case. If a lai iff b i g a ca e de he She a Ac Sec i 1, he
first step of the analysis requires her to show that there was an agreement between
two parties to restrain trade.12 A mere tacit understanding is likely to fail.13 If the
plaintiff brings a case under Section 2, the first step of the analysis requires the
plaintiff to show that the defendant has monopoly power in a relevant antitrust
market.14 M
l
e i he
e
c
l ice
e cl de c
e i i . 15
The plaintiff may show monopoly power directly, through demonstrating that the
defendant has profitably imposed higher prices,16 or indirectly, through evaluating
10

Clayton Act Section 7 prohibits any person engaged in commerce from acquiring another
c
a ,i
h le
i a , di ec l
i di ec l ,
he e i a li e f c
e ce
i a
activity affecting commerce in any section of the country, the effect of such acquisition may be
b a iall
le e c
eii ,
e d c ea e a
l . 15 U.S.C. 18.
11 U.S. De
. f J ., Antitrust Enforcement and the Consumer 3 (2015),
https://www.justice.gov/atr/file/800691/download.
12 Procaps S.A., 845 F.3d a 1080 ( [T] e abli h a Sec i
1 i la i , he lai iff
fi
show that there was concerted action between two or more persons a c ci
c
i e
a common scheme designed to achie e a
la f l bjec i e i e ai
f ade. ) (ci i g
Monsanto Co. v. Spray-Rite Serv. Corp., 465 U.S. 752, 768 (1984)).
13 See, e.g., In re Text Messaging Antitrust Litig., 782 F.3d 867, 872 79 (7th Cir. 2015)
(Posner, J.) (concluding plaintiffs had failed to show sufficient evidence of an agreement to set a
restraint on prices to avoid summary judgment where they merely showed coordination or
evidence of some tacit understanding).
14 United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 58 (D.C. Cir. 2001) ( A fi
i la e [ he
She a Ac Sec i ] 2 l he i ac i e
ai ai , a e
ac i e
ai ai ,
a
l b e gagi g i e cl i a c d c a di i g i hed f
g
h de el
e
as a consequence of a superior product, b i e ac e , hi ic accide . ) (ci i g Grinnell,
384 U.S. at 571); see also Aluminum Co. of Am., 148 F.2d a 430 (Ha d, J.) ( The cce f l
c
e i , ha i g bee
ged c
e e,
be
ed
he he i . ).
15 United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 391 (1956).
16 See, e.g., FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 460 61 (1986); see also PHILLIP E.
AREEDA & HERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTITRUST LAW: AN ANALYSIS OF ANTITRUST PRINCIPLES
AND THEIR APPLICATION ¶501 (4th ed. Cum. Supp. 2013 2020) (noting that only a firm with
market power could profitably restrict output and raise prices to a supracompetitive level any
firm without market power that undertakes this conduct would expect to lose considerable market
share).
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he defe da
a ke ha e a d ba ie
e
i he ele a
a ke i
de
17
proxy its ability to profitably raise prices. The relevant antitrust market is
determined through defining a set of firms that offer products o e ice ea abl
i e cha geable b c
e f he a e
e . 18 Barriers to entry include
fixed costs like equipment, intellectual property protections or established
contractual relationships.19 As a rule of thumb, a plaintiff should be able to show that
a defendant has at least sixty percent market share to assert monopoly power.20
The second step to a Section 1 or Section 2 case is substantially the same:21 a
lai iff
h
ha he defe da
e ai i ei he
ea able per se or
unreasonable under a rule of reason analysis.22 A restraint is per se unreasonable
he e i al a
al
al a
e d[ ]
e ic c
e i i a d dec ea e
23
. Any agreement between rivals to restrict output or fix prices will fall into

17

See, e.g., Grinnell, 384 U.S. at 571.
I
ac ice, a SSNIP a al i a k
hich b i e c
e
ld
i ch
if a
hypothetical small but significant price increase were imposed. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
351 U.S. at 395.
19 Microsoft, 253 F.3d a 51 ( E
ba ie
a e fac
( ch a ce ai eg la
requirements) that prevent new rivals from timely responding to an increase in price above the
c
e i i e le el. ) (ci a i
i ed).
20 United States v. Aluminum Co. of Am., 148 F.2d 416, 424 (2d Cir. 1945) (suggesting a
market share of ninety percent would be sufficient for a finding of market power, about sixty
e ce
ld be d b f l a d cl e
hi
e ce
ld ce ai l . . .
be e gh).
21 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58, 95 97 (applying the same rule of reason, three-part burdenshifting analysis for Sherman Act Section 1 and Section 2 claims).
22 FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 457 58 (1986) ( [A] e ai
a be adj dged
unreas able ei he beca e i fi
i hi a cla
f e ai
ha ha bee held be per se
ea able, beca e i i la e ha ha c e be k
a he R le f Rea
. . . . );
see also Ohio v. Am. Express Co., 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2284 (2018) (applying rule of reason and its
three-step, burden-shifting analysis to Sherman Act Section 1 claims, as the restraint was not found
to be unreasonable per se). C
a al
e ie c d c
de a i e edia e
ick l k
approach, though when and if to apply this type of review evades a bright line rule and puts parties
in the position of arguing their case under rule of reason at least in the alternative. See, e.g., Cal.
De al A
. FTC, 526 U.S. 756, 779 (1999) ( ejec i g he Ni h Ci c i a lica i
f
ick
l k e ie i fa
fa
e e e ded e a i a i
f he
ible fac al de i i g
the case, yet not e i i g he f lle
a ke a al i , a d ad i i g, [ ]he
h i ha
categories of analysis of anticompetitive effec a e le fi ed ha e
like e e,
ick l k,
a d le f ea
e d
ake he a ea . ).
23
B ad. M ic, I c. . C l bia B ad. S ., I c., 441 U.S. 1, 8 (1979) ( [C]e ai
ag ee e
ac ice a e
lai l a ic
e i i e, a d
f e lack . . . any redeeming
i e, ha he a e c cl i el
e
ed illegal i h
f he e a i a i . . . . ) (ci a i
omitted); see also N. Pac. Ry. Co. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1, 5 (1958).
18
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this category.24 Alternatively, a restraint is unreasonable under the rule of reason if
he a ic
e i i e effec f he defe da
c d c
eigh a
c edi ed
25
procompetitive justification. Conduct reviewed under the rule of reason may take
any of the following forms: an intrabrand restraint, exclusive dealing arrangements,
a refusal to deal, tying arrangements or volume-based discounts.26 Specific to refusal
to deal cases, courts have sometimes reviewed anticompetitive conduct under a
ac ifice e , he e he c
ill e al a e he he he defe da
c d c ake
sense for some reason other than to restrict the opportunities of a rival.27
Rule of reason is a multi-pronged, burden shifting test. At the first step, the
plaintiff bears the i i ial b de
h
ha he defe da
c d c has an
28
anticompetitive effect. Then, at the second step, the burden shifts to the defendant
to show any offsetting procompetitive justification for its conduct.29 If so shown, as
a third step, the burden shifts back to the plaintiff.30 The plaintiff gets a final
opportunity to show that a less restrictive means to achieve the same benefit to

24

Catalano, Inc. v. Target Sales, Inc., 446 U.S. 643, 647 (1980) ( I ha l g bee e led ha
an agreement to fix prices is unlawful per se. It is no excuse that the prices fixed are themselves
ea able. ).
25
United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
26 See generally PHILLIP AREEDA ET AL., ANTITRUST ANALYSIS: PROBLEMS, TEXT, AND CASES
144 (7th ed. 2013) (describing the evolution of legal doctrine to determine which restraints are
reasonable under rule of reason analysis). See also AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 16, at
¶700, ¶755 (describing common exclusionary practices undertaken by monopolists, especially
vertically integrated monopolists). The Supreme Court has not explicitly held that tying
arrangements are subject to rule of reason review. Nonetheless, the Court has allowed defendants
to provide procompetitive justifications for tying arrangements. See Eastman Kodak Co. v. Image
Tech. Servs., 504 U.S. 451 (1992). The D.C. Circuit required for tying arrangements in platform
software markets to be reviewed under rule of reason in Microsoft, a holding that has been
unchallenged for 20 years. Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 84.
27 Under this review, instead of arguing for a procompetitive justification for their conduct, a
defendant can offer merely a business justification with neutral implication to consumer welfare
or competition. Some accepted business justifications include a goal to reduce free riding or
prevent market share stealing. See Aspen Skiing Co. v. Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 472 U.S.
585, 597 (1985); Ve i
C
c
I c. . La Off . f C i V. T i k , LLP, 540 U.S. 398
(2004).
28 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58 59.
29 Id.
30 Id.
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competition was available,31
ha he a ic
e i i e effec f he defe da
32
conduct outweighed the procompetitive effect. The fact-finder finally weighs these
c ide a i
a d de e i e
he he he defe da
c d c i
e
33
anticompetitive.
Conduct is determined to have an anticompetitive effect where it reduces
social welfare through decreasing output, raising prices, lowering quality or
otherwise harming competition; for example, imposing barriers to entry or squeezing
out rivals through behavior that does not reflect competition on the merits.34 Conduct
ha e el i
e ha
e
ec
ei
ill
ffice
h a
anticompetitive effect.35 I ead, c d c
ha
he c
e i i e process and
36
he eb ha c
e .
Just what constitutes a procompetitive justification is poorly defined in case
law. The Supreme Court ha de c ibed a
c
e i i e j ifica i a
e
countervailing procompetitive virtue such as, for example, the creation of
efficiencies in the operation of a market
he
ii
f g d a d e ice . 37

31

C. Scott Hemphill, Less Restrictive Alternatives in Antitrust Law, 116 COLUM. L. REV. 927,
938 (2016) (noting two possible roles for the plaintiff when the burden flips back in rule of reason
analysis: to show that there was a less restrictive means to achieve the same benefits, and/or to
propose balancing).
32 Id. (noting substantially the same review for Sherman Act Section 1 and Section 2 claims at
step two).
33 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 59. But see Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Balancing, 12 N.Y.U. J.L.
& BUS. 369, 370 (2016) (a g i g ha bala ci g i
a g d de c i i
f ha c
ac all
d i
le f ea
ca e
de he She a Ac , a i i diffic l i
ac ice
bala ce effec
that cannot be cardinally measured and weighed against each other; rather, courts seem to consider
the net effect of countervailing practices.).
34 Ohio v. Am. Express Co., 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2284 (2018) (describing how anticompetitive
effec ca be h
di ec l
i di ec l , he e di ec e ide ce i cl de
ed ced
,
increased prices, or dec ea ed ali i he ele a
a ke a d indirect evidence requires
a ke
e l
e e ide ce ha he challe ged e ai ha
c
e i i . ).
35 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58; see also Brooke Grp. v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.,
509 U.S. 209, 225 (1993) ( E e a ac f
e alice b
eb i e c
e i agai a he
d e
, ih
e, a e a clai
de he fede al a i
la . . . . ).
36 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58; see also Spectrum Sports, Inc. v. McQuillan, 506 U.S. 447, 458
(1993) ( The [She a Ac ] di ec i elf . . . agai
c d c hich fai l e d
de
c
e i i i elf. ); Ca cade Heal h S l . . PeaceHeal h, 515 F.3d 883, 894 (9 h Ci . 2008)
( A ic
e i i e c d c i beha i ha e d
i ai he
i ie f i al a d ei he
d e
f he c
eii
he e i
d e
i a
ece a il e ic i e a . ).
37 FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986).
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What constitutes a cognizable efficiency will be more fully considered throughout
this Note.
Courts have also permitted a limited set of non-competition improving
justifications to be balanced against the anticompetitive effects of a restraint within
rule of reason analysis. In at least refusal to deal cases, the Supreme Court has
e i ed j ifica i
i de c ibed a
alid b i e ea [ ] f he defe da
38
conduct. In Microsoft, the D.C. Circuit per i ed he defe da
j ifica i
where they were found to be lawful extensions of copyright protection and
technologically required to execute certain software functions.39 Other circuit courts
have permitted a limited set of justifications found to further social policy goals. In
United States v. Brown University, the Thi d Ci c i e i ed he defe da
justification that its restraint promoted access to higher education for students from
lower income households.40
2. Goals of Antitrust Enforcement
The goals of antitrust enforcement have been hotly debated since at least the
1960s.41 Some scholars have argued that antitrust enforcement serves to further
economic efficiency and protect consumer interests in low prices and numerous,
varied output.42 Others have argued that it serves to protect political and social values
38 Ea

a K dak C . . I age Tech. Se ., I c., 504 U.S. 451, 483 (1992) ( Liabili
,
he ,
he he
alid b i e ea
ca e lai K dak ac i . ); A e Skii g C . .
Aspen Highlands Skiing Corp., 472 U.S. 585, 597 (1985) ( [A] c
a
hich possesses
monopoly power and which refuses to enter into a joint operating agreement with a competitor or
otherwise refuses to deal with a competitor in some manner does not violate Section 2 if valid
b i e ea
e i f ha ef al. ).
39 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 63 64, 67.
40 United States v. Brown Univ., 5 F.3d 658, 675 78 (3d Cir. 1997) (permitting an agreement
among Ivy League colleges to only award financial aid to students on the basis of financial need,
where the defendant argued that the restraint prevented access to higher education for other
students).
41
See, e.g., Harry First, American Express, the Rule of Reason, and the Goals of Antitrust, 98
NEB. L. REV. 319 (2019) (summarizing conflicting views in scholarship and case law regarding
he g al f a i
a d i a i g he S e e C
ece a ic la i
f he e g al i
Ohio v. Am. Express, 138 S. Ct. 2274 (2018) within that long-running dispute).
42 Consider Philli A eeda
c ce i
f ha R be B k i e ded c
er welfare to
ea : C
e i i e a he ha
li ic ice le el ;
e a he ha le
;i
ai ;
minimum cost production; and the availability of free choices in the market-place for consumers
and producers alike. All of these benefits of competition are often summed up in the shorthand
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of dispersed control over limited economic resources.43 Still others have argued for
equal opportunity in the marketplace, especially for smaller producers.44 Some
courts have articulated that antitrust enforcement serves to protect competition as a
standalone virtue.45
Most commonly, courts have construed the goals of antitrust as serving to
ec c
e elfa e, hich he ha e i e e ed
ea a interest in low
46
prices and numerous, varied output. Several scholars have recently argued to
e a d
cha ge c
f c
a d ice effec i ligh f digi al
la f
b i e
del , hich he a g e a al g l
ice
c
e
while monopolizing markets and harming smaller producers.47 Other scholars have
e 'c
e elfa e. Philli A eeda, The Rule of Reason—A Catechism on Competition, 55
ANTITRUST L.J. 571, 571 72 (1986); see also ROBERT H. BORK, THE ANTITRUST PARADOX 90
(1978) ( C
e elfa e . . . i e el a he e f he eal h f he a i . ); Fi , supra
note 41, at 324 25 (de c ibi g R be B k c ce i
f c
e elfa e a c fla i g total
economic efficiency with outcomes that specifically make consumers, not just producers, better
off).
43
See, e.g., Harlan M. Blake & William K. Jones, In Defense of Antitrust, 65 COLUM. L. REV.
377, 383 (1965) ( I h , a i
e ae
f e all concentrations of economic power which,
if allowed to develop unhindered, would call for much more intrusive government supervision of
the economy. Reliance on competitive markets accommodates our interest in material well-being
with our distrust of concentrations of political and economic power in private or governmental
ha d . ).
44 See, e.g., Milton Handler, The Brandeis Conception of the Relationship of Small Business to
Antitrust, 1960 16 A.B.A. SEC. ANTITRUST L. 13, 13 17 (describing Justice L i B a dei
conception of antitrust goals as opposing big business aggregation of labor and capital and
promoting small business market competition, even to the extent that he would allow cooperation
and joint bargaining agreements among small businesses).
45 A . Needle, I c. . Na l F
ball Leag e, 560 U.S. 183, 195 (2010) ( [T]he ce al e il
add e ed b She a Ac 1 i he eli i [a i
f] c
eii
ha
ld he i e e i . )
(quoting AREEDA & HOVENKAMP, supra note 16, at ¶1462b).
46 First, supra note 41, a 326 ( Wha e e he a big i ie
f he e
c
e elfa e,
however, until recently it appeared that Bork had set the frame for the debate over goals and that
eh d
e ha g al
e e bei g c e ed. ) (ci i g Elea
M. F , Against Goals, 81
FORDHAM L. REV. 2157, 2160 (2013) ( The core debate is how to design and apply antitrust
principles so that robust markets are likely to result or be preserved, not what are the goals of
a i
. )).
47 See, e.g., Herbert Hovenkamp, Is Antitrust’s Consumer Welfare Principle Imperiled?, 45 J.
CORP. L. 101 (2019); Lina M. Khan, Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox, 126 YALE L.J. 710 (2017);
JONATHAN B. BAKER, THE ANTITRUST PARADIGM (2019). But see Jonathan Baker & Steven Salop,
Antitrust, Competition Policy, and Inequality, 104 GEO. L.J. ONLINE 1 (2015-2016) (suggesting
continued resilience of the consumer welfare standard); Timothy J. Muris & Jonathan E.
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argued to more broadly consider allocative efficiency or innovation rates as part of
antitrust analysis.48 Several federal agencies held a series of hearings on the
continued efficac f he c
e elfa e a da d i la e 2018.49
B. When to Credit a Procompetitive Justification
1. Treatment of Procompetitive Justifications in Historical Cases
Several noteworthy historical cases have considered when to credit
procompetitive justifications within rule of reason analysis. While these cases help
to establish some principles and guidelines around when a justification might be
credited or should be denied, no clear standard emerges by which to assess asserted
justifications in future cases.
The earliest case to take up this question was Board of Trade of City of
Chicago v. United States (he ei af e Chicago Board of Trade ), he ei J ice
Louis Brandeis outlined the contours of modern rule of reason analysis.50 The
defendant, a trade organization that oversaw grain trading in Chicago, had set certain
rules for its members that limited after-hours price-making for a limited set of grain
exchanges.51 While acknowledging that the rule was a price restraint, the Supreme
Court conside ed he he i
e hele
hel ed
i
e a ke c di i ,
finding that it did s h gh c ea i g a a ke f
a i e g ai , a ac i g a
Nuechterlein, Antitrust in the Internet Era: The Legacy of United States v. A&P, (Geo. Mason L.
&
Econ.
Research
Paper
No.
18-15,
2018),
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3186569.
48 See, e.g., Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Policy and Inequality of Wealth (Penn. Faculty
Scholarship, Research Paper No. 10-2017, 2017) (describing current mismatch between goals of
improving allocative efficiency and antitrust review); Tim Wu, Taking Innovation Seriously:
Antitrust Enforcement if Innovation Mattered Most, 78 ANTITRUST L.J. 313 (2012) (suggesting a
need for a greater sensitivity to whether conduct improves innovation in antitrust review). But see
David A. Crane, Antitrust and Wealth Inequality, 101 CORNELL L. REV. 1170 (2016) (arguing
allocative efficiency outcomes will not be improved with changes to the consumer welfare
standard).
49 P e
Relea e, Fed. T ade C
, FTC Te ifie bef e S bc
i ee f Se a e
Committee on the Judiciary Regarding Oversight of Antitrust Enforcement, (Oct. 3, 2018)
(https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2018/10/ftc-testifies-subcommittee-senatecommittee-judiciary-regarding).
50 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918) (rejecting a per se determination that a price restraint was
ea able i fa
fa a
ach ha
ld c ide he he he e ai i
ed i
ch
as merely regulates and perhaps thereby promotes competition or whether it is such as may
e
e e de
c
e i i ).
51 Id. at 236 38.
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greater number of buyers and sellers to transact, and reducing information
asymmetries about the prevailing market price.52 The Supreme Court also noted that
he e ai hel ed
e
e i k f
i a e deal-making, as market
participants could be sure that they would be able to find a deal-making partner.53
Further, the restraint helped to improve allocative efficiency, as it ensured that
country dealers and farmers market participants least likely to have access to
timely market information could nonetheless determine the market price for
trades.54 Finally, the rule contributed to more efficient grain transportation routes.55
In sum, the Court e i ed he e ai
efficie c -improving benefits to be
balanced against its anticompetitive harm, and the restraint overall was found not to
unreasonably hinder competition.56
In the more recent Broadcast Music, Inc. v. CBS, Inc. (he ei af e BMI )
decision, the Supreme Court permitted defendants, licensing organizations for
composers, to issue and set fees for blanket licensing agreements for copyrighted
musical compositions.57 Since 1914, licensing organizations have served as a
clearinghouses for composers the exclusive owners of the copyright to perform
their work in public for profit in order to negotiate licenses for third parties to
perform these works and monitor compliance.58 At the court of appeals, the
defe da
bla ke lice e e e f
d be ice fi i g a d illegal per se under
59
the Sherman Act. The Supreme Court agreed that the blank licenses involved price
fi i g i he li e al e e, b he C
ed C g e
i e f c
igh
owners to be able to vindicate their rights and the practical impossibility of forming
contracts and monitoring compliance without blanket licenses.60 The Court also
described how the blanket licenses were valuable for reducing transaction costs in
52 Id.

a 240 (de c ibi g h
he ice e ai c ea ed a blic a ke f g ai
a i e ;
l ed he i f
ai a
e ie
he ei
e i l [ ]e had
b a d ell i h
adequate knowledge of actual market condition ; a d b gh b e a d elle i
e di ec
ela i , i.e., i c ea ed ade i he a ke d i g he adi g i d ).
53 Id.
54 Id. ( Bef e i
ad i , bid
e e ade i a el . Me had
b a d ell i h
adequate knowledge of actual market conditions. This was disadvantageous to all concerned, but
a ic la l
c
deale a d fa e . ).
55 Id.
56 Id.
57 441 U.S. 1, 4 (1979).
58 Id. at 4 5 (describing how in the scheme, 22,000 participatory composer members would
grant the licensing organization nonexclusive rights to license performances of their works and
receive in return royalties according to a schedule that reflected the nature and amount of
performances of their music, among other factors).
59 Id. at 6.
60 Id. at 18 19, 20.
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contract formation and monitoring, contributing to lower costs for buyers and sellers
of composition performance rights.61 The Supreme Court determined that rule of
reason analysis should apply in order to permit a reviewing court to consider these
offsetting efficiencies from reduced transaction costs as procompetitive
justifications for the blanket licenses, and the Court reversed and remanded the case
to proceed below.62
In National Society of Professional Engineers v. United States (hereinafter
Professional Engineers ), he S e e C
affi ed he di ic c
determination that a professional engineeri g cie
c de f e hic
hibi i g i
members from bidding competitively for projects violated antitrust law even where
the restraint was adopted to reduce the risk of low-quality engineering work from
excessive price competition.63 Justice John Paul S e e
e ha he defe da
conduct, a refusal to compete on price, had the same effect as price-fixing in terms
f i edi g he di a gi e a d ake f he a ke lace [sic]
e ice a d
64
further deprived consumers of the ability to compare prices. Beca e [ ]he
Sherman Act reflects a legislative judgment that ultimately competition will produce
l l e ice , b al be e g d a d e ice , he a e ed j ifica i
of a quality improvement from a direct price restraint could not be credited.65
2. Treatment of Procompetitive Justifications in Recent Cases
In the over 100 years since Chicago Board of Trade and 40 years since BMI,
antitrust doctrine has not yet coalesced around a clear standard for when to credit a
procompetitive justification within rule of reason analysis. In National Collegiate
Athletic Association v. Board of Regents of University of Oklahoma (hereinafter
NCAA ), he S e e C
gge ed c edi i g c d c ha i c ea e[ ]
a d ed ce[ ] . . . ice,
ak[e ]
ible a e
d c,
ide [ ] c
e

61 Id.

a 21 ( Thi b a ial l e i g f c
, hich i f c
e e iall be eficial b h
sellers and buyers, differentiates the blanket license fro i di id al e lice e . ).
62 Id. at 24 25.
63 435 U.S. 679, 681 (1978).
64 Id. at 692 93.
65 Id. a 695 ( The a
i
ha c
e i i i he be
e h d f all ca i g e
ce i a
free market recognizes that all elements of a bargain quality, service, safety, and durability and
not just the immediate cost, are favorably affected by the free opportunity to select among
al e a i e ffe . ).
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ch ice,
e ha ce[ ] blic i e e [i he ele a
d c ]. 66 The deci i
reasoning, however, mostly focused on whether application of the per se rule was
appropriate for the case, not when to credit a procompetitive justification.67 The
Supreme Court referenced these efficiencies sporadically throughout the opinion
it did not refer to them as a defined list by which to judge future asserted
justifications.68 In Indiana Federation of Dentists, the Supreme Court used a broad,
efficiencies-focused approach to assess whether to credit a defe da
a e ed
procompetitive justification, citing BMI, Chicago Board of Trade, NCAA, and
Professional Engineers in doing so.69 Yet, lower courts lack clear guidelines for
which efficiencies to credit and when. In Indiana Federation of Dentists, the
Supreme Court provided no further guidance than that lower courts should look for
some countervailing procompetitive virtue such as, for example, the creation of
efficie cie i he e a i
f a a ke
he
ii
f g d a d e ice . 70
The Supreme Court did not specifically reference the justifications discussed two
years earlier in NCAA, nor did it state whether and which of these justifications might
be credited within the efficiencies-focused approach it set out. Presumably, most of
the categories discussed in NCAA would improve market competition through
creation of efficiencies and be permitted, as they refer to conduct with the net effect
to reduce price, increase output, or improve product quality and variety.71 And, the
Supreme Court, by citing to BMI, Chicago Board of Trade, NCAA, and Professional
Engineers, appeared to intend to encapsulate and carry forward the reasoning in
those cases in the approach that it set out, suggesting the continued salience of those
earlier cases for asserting procompetitive justifications.

66

Affi i g he l e c
e ie
f he e ai , he S e e C
de c ibed, [i]f he
NCAA's television plan produced procompetitive efficiencies, the plan would increase output and
ed ce he ice f ele i ed ga e . In summarizing the holding of BMI, the Supreme Court noted
ha a e ai
ha
ak[e ]
ible a e
d c b ea i g he i e
a tainable
efficie cie
ld be
c
e i i e, a
ld a j i elli g a a ge e . . . efficie ha
i ill i c ea e elle agg ega e
. F he , he S e e C
ed ha [A]c i
[ ]
widen consumer choice not only the choices available to sports fans but also those available to
a hle e . . . ca be ie ed a
c
e i i e. The C
al
ed, I i ea able a
e
that most of the regulatory controls of the NCAA are justifiable means of fostering competition
among amateur athletic teams and therefore procompetitive because they enhance public interest
i i e c llegia e a hle ic . 468 U.S. 85, 102 03, 113 14, 117 (1984).
67 Id. at 86.
68
Id. at 102 03, 113 14, 117.
69 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986).
70 Id.
71 468 U.S. 85, 102 03, 113 14, 117 (1984).
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As far as other categories of justifications that might be credited, in California
Dental Association v. FTC, the Supreme Court suggested openness to crediting
conduct shown to remove false or misleading claims from the market, although it
did not do so to decide the case.72 In the vertical restraint context, the Supreme Court
permits conduct that stimulates interbrand competition among manufacturers selling
different brands of the same product by reducing competition among retailers selling
the same brand.73 The Supreme Court has suggested openness to crediting conduct
to stimulate interbrand competition in monopolization cases as well.74
The majority of circuit courts follow the broad, efficiencies-focused approach
outlined in Indiana Federation of Dentists. The D.C. Circuit appeared to follow this
approach in Microsoft, he e i defi ed
c
e i i e j ifica i
a af
f
competition on the merits because it involves, for example, greater efficiency or
enhanced consumer appeal, al h gh i did
ecificall ci e to Indiana
75
Federation of Dentists in doing so. The Second, Third, Seventh, and Ninth Circuits
have followed this efficiencies-focused approach as well, citing to the definition for
c
e i i e j ifica i
li ed i Microsoft.76 Yet, some circuit courts have
also credited conduct with no direct effect on competition, such as conduct designed
to execute a technical command, protect an intellectual property right, or increase
diversity in higher education.77 A minority of circuit courts have experimented with
a ca eg ical a
ach ha
l e i j ifications that fall into predetermined
categories. The Eleventh Circuit will credit a procompetitive justification if the
defendant shows that i c d c ha he effec
ed ce cost, increase output or
72 526

U.S. 756, 778 (1999).
See Leegi C ea i e Lea he P d ., I c. . PSKS, I c., 551 U.S. 877, 878 (2007) ( The
justifications for vertical price restraints are similar to those for other vertical restraints. Minimum
resale price maintenance can stimulate interbrand competition among manufacturers selling
different brands of the same type of product by reducing intrabrand competition among retailers
elli g he a e b a d. ).
74 In Ohio v. American Express Co., the Supreme Court suggested willingness to crediting
c d c de ig ed c b ega i e e e ali ie . . . a d
ei e b a dc
e i i . 138 S.
Ct. 2274, 2289 (2018).
75 United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
76 FTC v. Qualcomm Inc., 969 F.3d 974, 991 (9th Cir. 2020); Viamedia, Inc. v. Comcast Corp.,
951 F.3d 429, 463 (7th Cir. 2020); Mylan Pharm. Inc. v. Warner Chilcott Pub. Ltd. Co., 838 F.3d
421, 438 (3d Cir. 2016); New York ex rel. Schneiderman v. Actavis PLC, 787 F.3d 638, 652 (2d
Cir. 2015).
77 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 63 64, 67; United States v. Brown Univ., 5 F.3d 658 (3d Cir. 1997)
(permitting an agreement among Ivy League colleges to only award financial aid to students on
the basis of need, where the defendant argued the restraint facilitated access to higher education
for students from impoverished backgrounds).
73
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i
e
d c
ali , e ice, i
a i . 78 The Tenth Circuit will allow a
j ifica i if he defe da ca
i
i c ea i g
, c ea i g e a i g
efficiencies, making a new product available, enhancing product or service quality,
a d ide i g c
e ch ice. 79
II
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF DIGITAL PLATFORM BUSINESSES
The following section summarizes some useful definitions and economic
principles applicable to platform businesses. The section then describes market
efficiencies that platform businesses often enable in the markets where they
compete.
A. Platform Businesses
A platform brings together at least one group of users and facilitates the
provision of products or services.80 A platform might help an organization develop
and innovate its internal business processes, or may be an external services offering
for customers.81 Platforms allow users to innovate and interact more easily, or in
ways practically not possible outside the platform, with the potential for increased
utility and value creation.82 In a given market, participants may use a single or
multiple platforms to purchase goods and services, the latter referred to as
l ih i g. 83 Whether users will seek out multiple platforms is a function of
switching costs where switching costs are high, users are likely to use one
platform.84
A digital platform is a technology-enabled platform that is built using software
and may be offered over the internet.85 Early digital platform providers made
f a e a d e ice f
he e
al c
e , ch a Mic
f Wi d
78 McWane,

Inc. v. FTC, 783 F.3d 814, 841 (11th Cir. 2015).
v. NCAA, 134 F.3d 1010, 1023 (10th Cir. 1998).
80 See Jacques Bughin et al., The Right Digital-Platform Strategy, MCKINSEY QUARTERLY
(May 7, 2019), at 1, https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/ourinsights/the-right-digital-platform-strategy; see also MICHAEL A. CUSUMANO ET AL., THE
BUSINESS OF PLATFORMS 12 13 (1 ed. 2019) ( Pla f
, i ge e al, c
ec i di id al a d
ga i a i
f ac
e
ha e a c
e
ce. ) (eb k).
81 Cusumano et al., supra note 80, at 12 13.
82 Id.
83
Thomas Eisenmann et al., Strategies for Two-Sided Markets, HARV. BUS. REV., October
2006, at 96.
84 Id. at 99.
85 Cusumano et al., supra note 80, at 11.
79 Law
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eai g
e a d Ne ca e i e e b
e .86 More recent digital platform
providers make software and services for smartphones, such a Ube
ide ha i g
87
a lica i ( a ) a d Ai b b h e e al a .
Pla f
a e de c ibed a
- ided
he e cha ge i
ici g f
e
group of users on the platform affects the participation rate of another group of
users.88 Two-sided platforms present unique pricing challenges, as the platform
operator must choose not just the right price level but also the right price structure
to maximize platform participation and returns.89 Examples of platforms that connect
two groups of users include credit card providers (merchants / cardholders) and
newspapers (advertisers / readers).90 Examples of digital platforms that connect two
groups of users include computer operating systems (app developers / users) and
ridesharing applications (drivers / users).91 Digital platform businesses are an
increasingly popular way to transact goods and services.92
While there are several ways to classify platforms, one helpful distinction is
between innovation and transaction platforms. An innovation platform enables a
range of products and services to be built on top of it through providing tools to
third- a
de el e like a lica i
ga
i g i e face ( API ) a d
93
f a e de el
e ki ( SDK ). A transaction platform helps match two
groups of users together to enable a transaction, such as Airbnb matching renters and
travelers or Uber matching drivers and riders.94 Some economists have theorized a
86 Id.
87 Id.
88

Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Report, 37 RAND J.
ECON. 645, 664 65 (2006) ( [A] a ke i
-sided if the platform can affect the volume of
transactions by charging more to one side of the market and reducing the price paid by the other
side by an equal amount; in other words, the price structure matters, and platforms must design it
a
b i g b h ide
b a d. ).
89 Id. at 648.
90 Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, Platform Competition in Two-Sided Markets, 1 J. EUR.
ECON. ASS N. 990, 992 (2003).
91 See Eisenmann, supra note 83, at 95.
92 See Patrick Barwise & Leo Watkins, The Evolution of Digital Dominance: How and Why
We Got to GAFA, in DIGITAL DOMINANCE: THE POWER OF GOOGLE, AMAZON, FACEBOOK, AND
APPLE 21, 22 (Martin Moore & Damian Tambini ed., 2018); see also Martin Kenney & John
Zysman, The Rise of the Platform Economy, ISSUES SCI. & TECH, 61, 61 (2016).
93 Martha Lagace, How to Be a Digital Platform Leader, HARV. BUS. SCH. WORKING
KNOWLEDGE (Jul. 22, 2019), https://hbswk.hbs.edu/item/how-to-be-a-business-platform-leader;
CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 82, at 3 7.
94 Lagace, supra note 93; CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 80, at 3 7.
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third group of platforms, audience makers, which aggregate large groups of users
together in order to sell advertisements to them.95
B. Economic Characteristics Specific to Platform Businesses
Platform businesses are distinguishable from other businesses due to the
significance of network effects, increasing returns to scale, and upstart and ongoing
pricing challenges. These effects persist whether a platform is digital or not but may
be magnified on digital platforms.96
Network effects refers to a positive feedback loop whereby having more users
on a platform increases the value of participating in that platform.97 With more users
on a platform, there are more participants to interact or transact with, and the value
that a user will assign to transacting through the platform grows.98 Network effects
may be direct or indirect. Network effects are direct where an increase in the number
of participants from a single group of users increases the value of participating in the
platform for all users.99 A classic example of direct network effects is the landline
telephone: as the number of households with connected telephones increases, the
product is more valuable to all users, as they can all communicate with more friends
and family members.100 Network effects are indirect where the increase in the
number of participants in one group of users on the platform increases the value to
participating on the platform for some second group of users.101 A classic example
f i di ec e
k effec i a l cal fa e
a ke : ha i g
e fa e ake a
i a l cal fa e
a ke ake a e di g he a ke
e al able f h
e .102
95 These

platforms typically offer a complementary service to users to attract and sustain their
a e i , ch a G gle
idi g ea ch e l
Faceb k
idi g i f
a i ab
e
f ie d . See Eisenmann, supra note 83, at 94 96.
96 David S. Evans, The Antitrust Analysis of Rules and Standards for Software Platforms 2
(Univ. Chi. Coase-Sandor Inst. L. & Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 708, 2014).
97 David S. Evans, Some Empirical Aspects of Multi-sided Platform Industries, 2 REV.
NETWORK ECON. 191, 192 (2003); CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 80, at 13.
98 CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 80, a 13 ( [T]he
ef l e
f an industry platform can grow
with the power of the network: Each additional user, at least theoretically, can benefit from access
all he he e a d i
ai
al ead a ailable h gh he la f
. ).
99 Diane Coyle, Practical Competition Policy Implications of Digital Platforms, 82 ANTITRUST
L.J. 835, 840 (2019); see also Eisenmann, supra note 83, at 96.
100 Coyle, supra note 99 ( Di ec
e
k effec efe
he
i i e e e ali
ill e
one user derives from other members of a network; for instance, a telephone is more valuable the
more other people have ele h e . ).
101
Id.; see also Eisenmann, supra note 83, at 96 (noting indirect network effects are also called
c
- ide e
k effec ).
102 See Yuqing Zheng & Harry M. Kaiser, Optimal Quality Threshold of Admission in a TwoSided Farmers’ Market, 45 APPLIED ECON. 3360, 3360 61 (2013).
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The same effect is true in the corollary: having more shoppers take part in a local
fa e
a ke ake a e di g he a ke
e al able f fa e .103 Indirect
network effects are common in digital platform businesses that bring together two
groups of users.104
Network effects are important for several reasons, including causing platform
businesses to experience increasing returns to scale.105 Whereas traditional
businesses experience diminishing demand for their product at higher levels of
output, the opposite is true for platform businesses.106 With network effects, the value
to transacting through the platform grows as the number of users on the platform
increases, thereby driving up user demand to participate in the platform and
willingness to pay for access.107 Thus, as platforms increase in size and users
increasingly demand to participate, platforms can charge a higher price for platform
access.108 Because network effects make platforms more valuable as they scale,
platform providers are incentivized to try to cultivate network effects through
growing user participation with strategic decisions about pricing, design, and
marketing.109
Network effects also contribute to two pricing challenges that prevail in twosided platform markets: getting users to join the platform in the first place and
maintaining an optimal price level and structure to maximize ongoing platform use.
First, before users find value to transacting through the platform, there must already
be existing users on the platform. An e-commerce buyer, for example, will only use
a platform if there are already participating sellers, and a seller will only offer
103 Id.
104 See

Eisenmann, supra note 83.
Id. a 94 ( Beca e f e
k effec , cce f l la f
e j i c ea i g eturns to
scale. . . . This sets network platforms apart from most traditional manufacturing and services
b i e e . ).
106 Id. ( I
adi i al b i e e , g
h be d
e i
all lead
di i i hi g
returns: Acquiring new customers becomes harde a fe e e le,
e, fi d he fi
al e
i i a eali g. ); see also Marco Iansiti & Karim R. Lakhani, Managing Our Hub
Economy, HARV. BUS. REV., Sept.-Oct. 2017, at 84, 90 (describing how for a traditional product
and service business, gaining additional customers does not continue to add value after a certain
point but platform businesses become increasingly valuable with greater levels of participation).
107 See Eisenmann, supra note 83, at 94; see also Iansiti & Lakhani, supra note 106.
108 See Eisenmann, supra note 83, a 94 ( U e
ill a
e f acce
a bigge e
k,
so margi i
ea
e ba e g
. ).
109 David S. Evans & Richard Schmalensee, The Antitrust Analysis of Multi-Sided Platform
Businesses 9 (Na l B ea
f Ec . R ch., W ki g Pa e N . 18783, 2013),
http://www.nber.org/papers/w18783.
105
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merchandise if there are participating buyers.110 To solve this conundrum what is
efe ed a he chicke -and-egg
ble
a platform provider typically has to
induce at least one set of users to join the platform through offering a subsidy.111
Failure to adequately attract both sets of users at this initial stage will doom a
platform.112 Second, in the ongoing operation of a two-sided platform, a platform
owner must consider not just the appropriate price level for the service overall, but
also how to distribute that price across two groups of platform users.113 Often, two
groups of platform users will have differentiated demand for platform services. 114
This difference will determine which group of users will pay less or be subsidized
during ongoing operation of the platform, whereas the other group will pay more or
even bear the whole cost of receiving platform services.115 Overcharging one group
of platform users comes at a significant cost potentially causing the entire platform
to unravel.116

110

Bernard Caillaud & Bruno Jullien, Chicken & Egg: Competition Among Intermediation
Service Providers, 34 RAND J. ECON. 309, 310 (2003) ( I di ec e
k e e ali ie gi e i e
a chicke & egg
ble :
a ac b e s, an intermediary should have a large base of
registered sellers, but these will be willing to register only if they expect many buyers to show
. ); see also Evans & Schmalensee, supra note 109, at 21.
111 See Caillaud & Jullien, supra note 110, at 310.
112 See David S. Evans & Richard Schmalensee, Failure to Launch: Critical Mass in Platform
Businesses, 9 REV. NETWORK ECON. 1, 22 (2010) ( [W]e ha e h
he e h e e i h fi ed
costs or economies of scale, platform businesses typically need to attain critical mass when they
a e la ched i
de e e
i e. ); see also Evans, supra note 97, at 195.
113 See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 88, at 648; see also Marc Rysman, The Economics of TwoSided Markets, 23 J. ECON. PERSP. 125, 129 (2009) ( I a e-sided market, we can characterize
the price-cost mark-up in terms of elasticity of demand and the marginal cost. But in a two-sided
market, pricing decisions will also include the elasticity of the response on the other side and the
mark-up charged to the he ide. ).
114 See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 90, at 991 92; see also Rysman, supra note 113, at 129
( [P] ici g
e ide f he a ke de e d
t only on the demand and costs that those
consumers bring but also on how their participation affects participation on the other side and the
fi ha i e ac ed f
ha a ici a i . ).
115 See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 90, at 1012 13; see also Evans, supra note 97, at 193;
Evans & Schmalensee, supra note 109, a 7 ( Beca e f i di ec e
k e e ali ie he e i
interdependence between the demands of the two sides, and the price structure is used to balance
membership and usage
a i i e la f
al e. ).
116 See Evans, supra note 97, at 197.
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C. Market Efficiencies Specific to Platform Businesses
Platforms improve market efficiencies where they bring together two
groups of users more efficiently than if the two groups transacted directly.117
Platforms do so in several discrete ways, including reduced time and effort to find
desired goods and services, reduced contracting costs, increased product and
services quality, increased rate of innovation, and improved allocative efficiency.
While these efficiencies are not necessarily specific to digital platforms, digital
la f
abili
agg ega e a d a al e la ge da a e ,
ide ec
e da i
using machine learning, and dynamically push out updates to users in real-time helps
to capitalize on these efficiencies.
A topic not adequately addressed in the present Note is when platform
efficiencies should be characterized as not merely improving market competition but
also furthering consumer welfare. The former, for example, might be distinguishable
from the latter where improvements to market competition merely increase upstream
producer surplus without passing along benefits to consumers in terms of greater
output and variety or lower prices.118 The former might also be distinguishable where
only a discrete group of consumers is made better off, not consumers generally.119
Yet, many scholars would view an improvement to market competition as
necessarily improving consumer welfare without these further showings so
perhaps this is merely distinction without difference.120 For most purposes of this
N e, efficie cie
e el efe
i
e e
market competition, not
necessarily specific benefits flowing through to consumers. Where applicable, this
Note considers what effects an efficiency might have on c
e
elfa e
i
e e
cha ge
c
er
l
through postulating what changes
to product and services output, variety, and pricing are likely to result from certain
platform efficiencies.
While not the focus of the present Note, many scholars have devoted
considerable effort to cataloguing digital platform conduct likely to result in
117 Id.

at 192 (summarizing scholarship published by Jean-Charles Rochet, Jean Tirole, Mark
Armstrong, Geoffrey Parker and Marshall W. Van Alstyne; and stating that platforms can improve
a ke efficie cie he e: (1) he e a e di i c g
fc
e ; (2) a member of one group
benefits from having his demand coordinated with one or more members of another group; and (3)
an intermediary can facilitate that coordination more efficiently than bi-lateral relationships
be ee he e be f he g
. ).
118 See discussion supra 2. Goals of Antitrust Enforcement.
119 See discussion supra 2. Goals of Antitrust Enforcement
120 See supra note 44 and accompanying text.
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anticompetitive harm.121 Some of the most invidious conduct includes: creating
closed standards and walled gardens;122 limiting data portability;123 erecting barriers
to consumer switching;124 imposing algorithmic price discrimination;125 and
acquiring nascent rivals.126 Some of the previously discussed economic
characteristics of platform businesses may also have the effect of limiting expansion
by rivals or entry by new competitors.127 Network effects and increasing returns to
cale, f e a le, a
ake a
alle fi
ffe i g i he e l di ad a aged
128
against a larger rival. A la ge i al
a eg
ai ai a cl ed ec
e
f
services and prevent data portability may also ingrain existing leadership where
network effects are strong.129 As such, while there are many market efficiencies that
platforms enable, a fact-based, holistic consideration of the net effect of platform
activity (as rule of reason generally endeavors to undertake) is especially important.
1. Reduced Search Costs
Platforms, and especially transaction platforms, improve market efficiencies
through reducing search costs to find a viable deal-making partner and improving
the quality of matches between buyers and sellers, among other groups of users. In
b ick a d
a
e , ea ch c
i hi a i gle l ca i a e li i ed, a a
e

121

See, e.g., David J. Teece & Mary Coleman, The Meaning of Monopoly: Antitrust Analysis
in High-Technology Industries, 43 ANTITRUST BULL. 801 (1998); Richard Schmalensee, Antitrust
Issues in Schumpeterian Industries, 99 AM. ECON. REV. 192 (2000); Dennis W. Carlton & Michael
Waldman, The Strategic Use of Tying to Preserve and Create Market Power in Evolving
Industries, 33 RAND J. ECON. 194 (2002); John E. Lopatka & William H. Page, Antitrust on
Internet Time: Microsoft and the Law and Economics of Exclusion, 7 SUP. CT. ECON. REV. 157
(1999); Daniel E. Lazaroff, Entry Barriers and Contemporary Antitrust Litigation, 7 U.C. DAVIS
BUS. L.J. 1 (2001); Nicholas Economides, Antitrust Issues in Network Industries, in THE REFORM
OF EC COMPETITION LAW: NEW CHALLENGES 343 (Ioannis Lianos & Ioannis Kokkoris eds., 2010).
122 Coyle, supra note 99, at 857 59 ( O e a d i e
e able a da d ca be i
a
e able f c
e i i . . . . ).
123 Id. a 858 ( Ea e f
i chi g c ld ed ce e
ba ie , ake multihoming easier, and
e iall i c ea e c
eii e e
e
e di ec l . ).
124 Id. ( [F] e
e c
le i a d le g h f he e
a d c di i
f e
ed b digi al
[two- ided la f
] i a challe ge . . . . ).
125 Id.
126 Id. a 854 ( The ac i i i
f
all i
a
i
e likel ha
eake he
c
e i i e d a ic. ).
127 See supra B. Economic Characteristics Specific to Platform Businesses.
128 See Iansiti & Lakhani, supra note 106.
129 See id.; see also Coyle, supra note 99.
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physical size and layout limit the number of products that can be displayed. 130
However, comparison shopping across store locations and vendors can be
challenging, requiring research of stores that sell a certain product or service and
trips to several locations to assess that item.131 Without a platform intermediary,
search costs can result in retailer markups for nearly identical goods, resulting in
higher prices for consumers without any benefit to product quality.132
Digital platforms like Amazon and eBay aid shoppers with tools like search
functions and filters, which allow consumers to view a broad range of products,133
and to quickly narrow their results by product attributes like price.134 In doing so,
platforms may reveal differing prices for comparable goods, enabling consumers to
benefit from lower prices.135 Platforms also offer algorithmic matching capabilities
that help to promote search results that match a u e
efe e ce .136 Further,
network effects encourage the development of thicker markets, that is, the
accumulation of large groups of users on both sides of a platform, which may help
users discover products that they are interested in.137 In sum, platforms can reduce a
c
e
ea ch i e a d i
e he ali f hei e l , a ell a a al g
138
lower prices. To the extent that reducing search costs passes on lower prices to
130

Michael Dinerstein et al., Consumer Price Search and Platform Design in Internet
Commerce, 108 AM. ECON. REV. 1820, 1820 23 (2018) (describing how in traditional markets
he
be f
ducts is limited and consumers are likely to be reasonably familiar with most
f he
d c . ).
131 Id.
132 Id.
133 Id. at 1820 21 ( [C]
e h
i g li e ca
e ei he ice ea ch e gi e
(
e
often) compare prices at e-commerce marketplaces, or internet platforms, such as eBay or
A a . ).
134 Id. a 1823 ( B
i
li e a ke , he e he e a e h d ed
ei e h a d f
different competing products available for sale at a given time, and product churn is high,
consumers cannot be expected to consider, or even be aware of, all these products. This is the
context in which the platform has an important role in deciding which products to make visible to
a gi e c
e . ).
135
Id.
136 Id.
137 Gregory Lewis & Albert Wang, Who Benefits from Improved Search in Platform Markets?
1 2 (April 8, 2013) (unpublished manuscript), https://ssrn.com/abstract=2249816 ( Pla f
hel
to overcome several key frictions: (1) they provide market thickness; (2) they reduce transaction
c
; a d (3) he ed ce ea ch c
. ).
138 In the airline industry, for example, online travel booking platforms like Kayak allow
c
e
ea ch f fligh ac
e e al ai li e i h
i g a a el age
e ice
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consumers and improving matches passes on better quality products and services,
this market efficiency improvement also increases consumer surplus.
2. Reduced Contract Formation Costs
Digital platforms improve market efficiencies through reducing the costs of
forming a contract.139 Whereas Ronald Coase famously theorized that bargaining
parties will be able to achieve an economically efficient outcome regardless of the
original endowment of property rights between them,140 in practice, transaction costs
and information asymmetries hold up mutually beneficial deals.141 Platforms may
reduce contract formation costs in several ways. First, platforms may lower contract
formation costs through standardizing deal terms.142 A platform provider might
require that all participants use certain default contracts or may set certain rules
limiting negotiation, such as requiring price caps and imposing rules against
surcharges.143 Second, platform providers may take on tasks that reduce the risk of
forming a deal on the platform. A platform provider may take on contract monitoring
and oversight costs, or it may require that all users provide identity verification and
l a ac h gh he la f
a e
ce i g
l .144 Third, platforms
may guarantee deals by standing ready to accept returns or provide refunds.145 On
net, these activities may make contract formation easier and less risky than

contact multiple airlines for ticketing information, thereby reducing search costs. They also
provide search tools and filters for routes, flight legs, and relative pricing with different
combinations of departure and return dates, allowing consumers to maximize cost savings or
quality. The net effect of the prevalence of online travel booking platforms in the airline industry
has been greater price competition among airlines and reduced costs to consumers. Airlines may
benefit from greater insight into customer demand preferences but also face downward pricing
pressure due to greater price transparency. Dennis W. Carlton & Alan S. Frankel, Transaction
Costs, Externalities, and “Two-Sided” Payment Markets, 2005 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 617, 621
22 (2005).
139 Contracting costs are theorized as a subset of transactional costs
the costs necessary to
affect the transfer of goods from seller to buyer. Id. at 618 19.
140 Ronald Coase, The Problem of Social Cost, 3 J. LAW & ECON. 1, 2 15 (1960).
141 See Carlton & Frankel, supra note 138, at 622 24.
142 See Rochet & Tirole, supra note 88, at 650 (discussing how a platform might impose a
uniform rule like no surcharges or a price cap of ninety-nine cents for songs).
143 Id.
144 Fe g Zh & Ma c Ia i i, Wh S
e Pla f
Th i e a d O he D
, HARV. BUS.
REV., Jan.-Feb. 2019, at 119. See also Andrei Hagiu, Multi-Sided Platforms: From
Microfoundations to Design and Expansion Strategies 6 7 (Harvard Bus. Sch., Working Paper No.
09-115, 2008), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=955584.
145 Zhu & Iansiti, supra note 144.
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transacting outside the platform, allowing a greater number of deals to be realized.146
To the extent that these market efficiencies are passed on to consumers in the form
of lower prices and greater output, they also improve consumer surplus.
Some platforms also improve market efficiencies through facilitating
auctions, which help buyers and sellers to arrive at a market clearing price in realtime.147 While auctions have existed for centuries,148 digital platform auctions are
distinguishable because of the amount of data that they can aggregate about potential
trading partners and the speed with which they can process matches.149 Digital
platforms can also facilitate a series of complex auction rules and conditional
bidding schemes.150 Further, digital platforms can integrate third party data about

146

A le A S e digi al la f
, hich b i g ge he a de el ers and smartphone
users, helps to reduce transaction costs between platform participants by standardizing contracts
for app purchases and screening new applications for malware. The net effect is that users trust
applications available in the App Store and are more willing to purchase applications from a
developer that they do not know. These contract standardization and oversight and monitoring
activities help to reduce contracting friction and allow more transactions between application
developers and smartphone users to take place. See Laura Barnes, Apple’s App Store Strategy:
Quality over Quantity, HARV. BUS. SCH. DIGIT. INITIATIVE BLOG (Mar. 8, 2018),
https://digital.hbs.edu/platform-digit/submission/apples-app-store-strategy-quality-overquantity/; see also App Store Principles and Practices, APPLE, https://www.apple.com/ios/appstore/principles-practices/ (last visited Aug. 29, 2020).
147 See, e.g., Robert Wilson, A Bidding Model of Perfect Competition, 44 REV. ECON. STUD.
511 (1977) (describing market efficiencies in blind bidding auctions); Roger B. Myerson & Mark
A. Satterthwaite, Efficient Mechanisms for Bilateral Trading, 29 J. ECON. THEORY 265 (1983).
148 Sweden claims to have opened the earliest auction house for arts, crafts, and antiques in
1674. About Us, STOCKHOLMS AUKTIONSVERK, http://auktionsverket.com/about-us/aboutstockholms-auktionsverk/ (last visited Aug. 29, 2020). S heb A c i h e e ed a c i
fine arts, rare books and other relics in 1744. The History of Sotheby’s Auction House, SOTHEBY S,
https://www.sothebys.com/en/about/our-history (last visited Aug. 29, 2020).
149 Aaron L. Bodoh-Creed et al., How Efficient Are Decentralized Auction Platforms? 1
(Becker Friedman Inst. for Rsch. in Econ., Working Paper No. 2016-23, 2016) ( O a la f
,a
large number of buyers and sellers participate in essentially simultaneous auctions each period,
and agents know that if they are unsuccessful in consummating a trade today, they can return to
he a ke i f
e ei d
agai . ).
150 Patrick Bajari & Ali Hortacsu, The Winner's Curse, Reserve Prices, and Endogenous Entry:
Empirical Insights from eBay Auctions, 34 RAND J. ECON. 329, 329 30 (2003) (de c ibi g eBa
all a ce f c di i al bid a d le
li i he effec f he i e c e, i.e., e e i g
overpayment by the auction winner by setting the market clearing price to be the second highest
bid price).
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inventory characteristics to improve buyer knowledge of inventory quality.151 On
net, auctions facilitated by digital platforms help buyers and sellers to quickly
resolve ambiguities about inventory quality and pricing as well as execute a deal,
thereby reducing transaction costs.152 To the extent that these market efficiencies are
passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices, greater output and high quality
goods, they also improve consumer surplus.
3. Self-Regulation and Improved Information Sharing
Platforms improve market efficiencies through acting as regulators for
platform transactions. As discussed above, standard setting can reduce contract
formation costs.153 Standard setting on transaction and innovation platforms can
further improve the quality of products and services available through the platform.
Many platforms self-regulate through setting rules for who may join the platform
and what types of conduct can take place on the platform.154 These rules prevent
fraud, distribution of malicious software, sale of counterfeit goods and other
undesirable activities.155 Many platforms also provide information back to users
about other platform participants in the form of reviews or quality rankings.156 This
information sharing helps to protect users from less trustworthy deal-making
partners and incentivizes good behavior on the platform.157 Ultimately, users may be

151 Dipayan

Ghosh, Facebook Is Changing How Marketers Can Target Ads. What Does That
Mean for Data Brokers?, HARV. BUS. REV. (Apr. 9, 2018), https://hbr.org/2018/04/facebook-ischanging-how-marketers-can-target-ads-what-does-that-mean-for-data-brokers (describing how
Facebook typically allowed advertisers to integrate data from three sources on its platform: firstparty advertiser data about their customers, such as names, emails and recent purchasing
i f
a i ; Faceb k da a ab
e
eb b
i ga d
file i f
a i ; a d hi d-party
information from data brokers like Acxiom, Oracle, Epsilon and Experian, which pool information
from credit card purchases, website cookies and other sources).
152 Empirical studies of buyer and seller surplus on eBay support a finding that both parties are
made better off through coordinating transactions through the platform. Ravi Bapna et al.,
Consumer Surplus in Online Auctions, 19 INFO. SYS. RSCH. 400, 400 (2008).
153 See supra 2. Reduced Contract Formation Costs.
154 Kevin J. Boudreau & Andrei Hagiu, Platform Rules: Multi-sided Platforms as Regulators,
in PLATFORMS, MARKETS AND INNOVATION 163, 172 (Annabelle Gawer ed., 2009).
155 Id.
156 Meng Liu et al., Do Digital Platforms Reduce Moral Hazard? 1 (Na l B ea
f Ec .
Research, Working Paper No. 25015, 2018).
157 Id. (describing more direct routes for Uber drivers than taxi drivers when driving passengers
to airports and postulating that Uber drivers were incentivized to stick to direct routes to ensure
that they received high ratings from riders, which affect their ability to pick up future riders).
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flagged and removed from the platform for conduct that violates platform rules.158
On net, market efficiencies are improved because users can spend less time
evaluating deal-making partners, more transactions can take place, and the
transactions that take place will be for higher quality goods and services.159 To the
extent that users value higher quality products and services, albeit at somewhat
higher prices, this efficiency improvement improves consumer welfare.
4. Increased Rate of Innovation
Innovation platforms improve market efficiencies by making it easier for
third-party developers to reach the market with a product offering.160 They do so by
reducing the costs to create a viable product and enabling these products to launch
at scale.161 Innovation platforms provide the ecosystem, infrastructure, or set of
standards that enable third-party developers to interact with users in a common
system.162 Mic
f Wi d
e ating system, for example, allowed Netscape
to offer its browser product to users without also having to create an operating
system.163 Innovation platforms may also provide tools to third-party developers that
enable innovation, like software developer kit ( SDK ).164 SDKs reduce the costs
for third-party innovation through providing a start-up bundle of code to build
upon.165 Innovation platforms may also provide open interface APIs, thereby
facilitating compatibility between third-party applications and the platform.166
Developers no longer have to write software to enable platform compatibility and
can instead focus on developing their unique application offerings.167 This
compatibility with the platform also reduces costs that the developer would have had
to absorb to market and distribute its application to consumers.168 On net, innovation
158

David Evans, Governing Bad Behavior by Users of Multisided Platforms, 27 BERKELEY
TECH. L.J. 1201, 1201 (2012) (describing the right of removal for existing platform participants
ha i la e he la f
g e i g le a a B
ce Righ ).
159 See Barnes, supra note 146 (de c ibi g A
le
e i g f hi d-party applications sold
through its App Store, which both reduces contract formation costs and results in higher quality
applications being available on the store).
160 Tim Wu, Taking Innovation Seriously: Antitrust Enforcement If Innovation Mattered Most,
78 ANTITRUST L.J. 313, 321 (2012).
161 Id.
162 Id.
163 Id.
164 CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 80, at 3 7; Lagace, supra note 93.
165 CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 80, at 3 7.
166 Id.; Lagace, supra note 93.
167 CUSUMANO ET AL., supra note 80, at 3 7.
168 Wu, supra note 160.
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platforms improve market efficiencies by creating an ecosystem that brings together
developers and users while reducing the cost for developers to create, market and
distribute their applications. Because consumers benefit from a greater range of
compatible product and service offerings, this market efficiency also improves
consumer welfare.
5. Improved Allocative Efficiency
Platforms improve market efficiencies by dynamically adjusting the supply of
platform services and pricing during periods of high demand. Platform providers
create rules for the provision of platform goods or services that may increase
availability in the face of increased consumer demand.169 Ridesharing applications
like Uber group together riders in shared cars when there is sufficient local demand,
i
i g he efficie c f ha d i e
e ice ffe i g.170 Platform providers may
also create rules that dynamically adjust pricing with demand.171 Ridesharing
a lica i
i
e
ge
ici g d i g e i d f hea demand, which likely
reflects the real-time marginal cost of receiving a desired service when so many other
users are simultaneously demanding the same service.172 A platform policy to
dynamically update prices with demand may also improve allocative efficiency in
future interactions by encouraging more price sensitive users to seek out services
during periods of lower demand.173 Thus, dynamic adjustment helps consumers to
receive goods and services that they desire, but they may have to pay a higher price.
Where this market efficiency improvement results in a net increase in the supply of
a good or service, it represents a benefit to consumer surplus. To the extent
consumers face price discrimination, it is not clear whether consumer welfare is
improved.
III
CREDITING PROCOMPETITIVE JUSTIFICATIONS FOR PLATFORM BUSINESSES
DEFENDANTS
Below, this Note reviews the standard for crediting procompetitive
justifications applied in the Microsoft case to determine if the decision provides a
clear and consistent standard that may be used in other cases to assess the conduct
of digital platform defendants. Finding it does not quite meet the mark, this Note
169

Benjamin G. Edelman & Damien Geradin, Efficiencies and Regulatory Shortcuts: How
Should We Regulate Companies Like Airbnb and Uber, 19 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 293, 298 (2016).
170
Id.
171 Id. at 301.
172 Id.
173 Id.
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assesses whether other approaches advanced in legal scholarship and some circuit
courts provide a better way forward. Finally, this Note argues that the existing rule
of reason analysis and the standard to credit a procompetitive justification where
conduct is shown to improve market efficiencies remains the best approach. This
Note substantiates this view through review of several recent cases addressing the
conduct of platform business defendants where courts were found to appropriately
apply rule of reason analysis and the broad efficiencies-focused standard with good
results.
A. The Microsoft Case
The Microsoft decision is notable as the first court of appeals decision to apply
rule of reason analysis to the conduct of a digital platform business exhibiting
network effects.174 As the D.C. Circuit described, before its decision, scholars were
split as to whether platform businesses should be treated more harshly under antitrust
review on a theory that network effects posed a barrier to entry for rivals or more
leniently on a theory that incumbent companies operating in dynamic, hightechnology markets were likely to see their market share eclipsed with technological
change.175 M
ele a
hi N e, he D.C. Ci c i
deci i
e e ded
significant time and effort to review several procompetitive justifications Microsoft
asserted for its conduct. In its analysis, the D.C. Circuit provides a helpful working
defi i i
f
c
e i i e j ifica i
ha ha bee ad ed i e e al he
176
circuit courts. However, the Microsoft decision does not ultimately provide a very
instructive standard by which to judge asserted procompetitive justifications in other
cases.
In Microsoft, the United States Department of Justice and 20 states sued
Microsoft alleging monopolization of the operating system market and attempted
monopolization of the browser market.177 In a significant victory for the plaintiffs,
the district court found liability on the monopolization and attempted
174 United

States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 46 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
Whereas the D.C. Circuit required rule of reason analysis, not per se illegality, to apply
when evaluating a tying arrangement imposed by a digital platform defendant, suggesting more
le ie e ie , he c
ejec ed Mic
f
e e f
a ke
e
be ea ed
e le ie l
as well, pushing back on a theory of specialized treatment. Id. at 49 50, 52 54.
176 FTC v. Qualcomm Inc., 969 F.3d 974, 991 (9th Cir. 2020); Viamedia, Inc. v. Comcast
Corp., 951 F.3d 429, 463 (7th Cir. 2020); Mylan Pharm. Inc. v. Warner Chilcott Pub. Ltd. Co.,
838 F.3d 421, 438 (3d Cir. 2016); New York ex rel. Schneiderman v. Actavis PLC, 787 F.3d 638,
652 (2d Cir. 2015).
177 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 45.
175
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monopolization claims and granted a structural remedy to separate major lines of
Mic
f b i e .178 The D.C. Circuit largely upheld the di ic c
finding
179
of monopolization in the operating system market. However, it reversed the
di ic c
finding of attempted monopolization, remanded for further review of
lai iff
i g clai
de he rule of reason, and remanded for further fact
finding related to the remedy.180 No structural separation ever took place, but
Microsoft agreed to conduct remedies in a subsequent settlement with the
Department of Justice and several states.181
Plai iff theory of the case in Microsoft was that the defendant undertook
c d c
e e he i e f Ne ca e Na iga , a i e e b
e,a dS
Mic
e
Ja a, a iddle a e f a e
d c,i
de
ec i
a ke
182
share for Windows, a personal computer operating system. Specifically, Plaintiffs
argued that Microsoft was concerned that the rise of these products in adjacent
markets would encourage the development of cross-operating system compatible
applications, thereby reducing the value to operating systems like Windows.183 As
opposed to creating innovative updates and proprietary applications that might
induce consumers to buy its operating system, Plaintiffs alleged that Windows
endeavored to get original equipment a fac e ( OEM ) like I el
ef e
to provide Navigator pre-i alled
e
achi e , he
la ale
184
channel for distributing browsers. Microsoft also formed contracts with internet
access providers to refuse to distribute or limit their distribution of Navigator.185 To
prevent the dissemination of cross-platform Java to application developers,
Microsoft represented to developers that they could write applications using
Mic
f c
e i
f Ja a ha
ld be c
-platform compatible.186
However, Microsoft only ever designed its Java version to be compatible with
Windows.187
178 Id.

at 46.

179 Id.
180 Id.
181 After

the case was appealed and remanded in part, Microsoft and the Department of Justice
settled, with Microsoft agreeing to curtail certain conduct and provide easier access to its software
for third- a de el e . P e Relea e, U.S. De
f J ., Department of Justice and Microsoft
Corporation Reach Effective Settlement on Antitrust Lawsuit (Nov. 2, 2011),
https://www.justice.gov/archive/atr/public/press_releases/2001/9463.htm.
182 Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 78 79.
183 Id. at 47, 59 60, 78 79.
184
Id. at 59 60.
185 Id. at 59 60, 71.
186 Id. at 74 75.
187 Id.
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Reviewing the di ic c
finding that Microsoft had monopolized the
operating system market, the D.C. Circuit affirmed at the first step of rule of reason
analysis that Microsoft had market power in the operating system market.188 At step
two, the D.C. Circuit reviewed six categories of Microsoft conduct alleged to be
a ic
e i i e a d la gel affi ed he l e c
fi di g f a ic
eii e
189
effect.
At steps th ee a d f , he D.C. Ci c i e ie ed Mic
f
procompetitive justifications for its conduct as well as any proposed less restrictive
alternatives or balancing from Plaintiffs in light of these claimed justifications.190 On
net, the D.C. Circuit largel
held he fi di g f he l e c
ha Mic
f
191
conduct was anticompetitive.
Mic
f alleged a ic
e i i e c d c i cl ded: (1) c
ac
ii
in licensing agreements with OEMs that prevented OEMs from removing any
desktop icons and folders, altering the startup boot sequence, or otherwise altering
the Windows desktop appearance;192 (2) technologically binding Internet Explorer
to Windows by commingling code, making Internet Explorer software irremovable
i he Add/Re
eP ga
ili , a d e idi g a e ch ice f a
193
Internet Explorer browser; (3) licensing Internet Explorer to internet access
ide ( IAP ) f f ee
he c di i
ha IAP c
i
i ga d
194
distributing Internet Explorer as their exclusive, compatible browser; (4) licensing
I e e E l e
i e e f a e e d ( ISV ) f
efe ed
, ea l
integration with new Windows versions and other technical information in exchange
for ISVs making Internet Explorer their default browsing software;195 (5) promoting
a Java middleware version that would be compatible with Windows and third-party
operating systems and inducing developers to use this middleware in designing
applications while never adding cross-platform compatibility;196 and (6) other course
of conduct claims.197 Mic
f
c
e i i e j ifica i
f i conduct were,
respectively, ha : (1) i a
e el e e ci i g i igh a he h lde f alid
198
c
igh [ ] ; (2) g ea e ech ical i eg a i
i highl efficient and provides
188

Id. at 50 51.
Id. at 58, 62, 65, 77.
190 Id. at 61 78.
191 Id.
192 Id. at 61.
193 Id. at 64 65.
194 Id. at 67.
195 Id. at 72.
196 Id. at 74 75.
197 Id. at 78.
198 Id. at 62.
189
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b a ial be efi
c
e a d de el e ;199 (3) it was merely a e
i g
200
kee de el e f c ed
i API ; and (4) licensing and distribution
ag ee e
e e a fa
l iface ed e f ag ee e
be ee a ies.201
The D.C. Ci c i
ea e
f Mic
f
a e ed
c
eii e
justifications is notable for several reasons. First, the D.C. Circuit helpfully defined
a
c
e i i e j ifica i
a a
e e al clai ha [ he defe da
]
conduct is indeed a form of competition on the merits because it involves, for
example, greater efficienc
e ha ced c
e a eal. 202 This definition
c
i h he S e e C
ea i g i Indiana Federation of Dentists,
which advised crediting a justifica i
he e i led
c ea i
f efficie cie i he
203
operation of a market or the provisio f g d a d e ice .
It also aligns with
BMI, hich gge ed c edi i g a j ifica i if i effec a
i c ea e ec
ic
204
efficiency and render marke
e, a he ha le , c
e i i e.
Yet, this
definition does not quite amount to an applicable standard, as it provides no guidance
as to which efficiencies to credit and when.
The D.C. Ci c i a al i f Mic
f a e ed j ifica i
provides
some more guidance on how to apply this definition to the facts of a given case.
Re ie i g Mic
f j ifica i , he D.C. Ci c i ee ed be l ki g f
criteria: whether Microsoft had asserted a cognizable justification i.e., a
justification that demonstrated some improvement in market efficiency or consumer
appeal, and whether Microsoft had substantiated this justification with record
evidence. In application of the first criteria, the D.C. Circuit swiftly rebutted
Mic
f a erted j ifica i
fa e
i g
kee de el e f c ed
199 Id.

at 66.
Id. at 71.
201 Id. at 74. The Java integration claim was not rebutted with a procompetitive justification.
The D.C. Circuit rejected the course of conduct claims against Microsoft for failing to show an
independent basis for liability, thus no procompetitive justification applies. Id. at 77 78.
202 Id. at 59. Where this definition derives from is a bit of a mystery. The D.C. Circuit cited a
Second Circuit case, Capital Imaging Associates, P.C. v. Mohawk Valley Medical Associates, Inc.
that merely described the burden-shifting framework of rule of reason analysis more generally.
996 F.2d 537, 543 (2d Cir. 1993). The Second Circuit also cited Phillip Areeda and Herbert
H e ka
ANTITRUST LAW: AN ANALYSIS OF ANTITRUST PRINCIPLES AND THEIR
APPLICATION, which in the relevant provision also merely describes the burden shifting in rule of
reason analysis. 7 PHILLIP AREEDA & PHERBERT HOVENKAMP, ANTITRUST LAW: AN ANALYSIS OF
ANTITRUST PRINCIPLES AND THEIR APPLICATION ¶ 1502, at 371 (1986). Capital Imaging itself
cited a Ninth Circuit case, Bhan v. NME Hospitals, Inc., which also merely described the burdenshifting framework of rule of reason analysis. 929 F.2d 1404, 1413 (9th Cir. 1991).
203 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986).
204 441 U.S. 1, 20 (1979).
200
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i API a d f
i g lice i g a d di ib i ag ee e
ha e e e el
a
f a
l iface ed e f ag ee e
be ee
a ie beca e ei he clai
demonstrated an improvement to competition like advancing an efficiency. The D.C.
Ci c i
ed ha he fi clai
a
a
la f l e d, b
ei he i i a
c
e i i e j ifica i f
he ecific ea i
e i he e 205 and the
ec d clai
a
h ll i ele a
he inquiry.206 Yet, the D.C. Circuit
provided no affirmative statement regarding what conduct might be credited as
efficiency enhancing, just that these two claims clearly missed the mark. In
application of the second criteria, the D.C. Circuit rejected Microsof clai ha
g ea e ech ical i eg a i
i highl efficie a d
ide
b a ial be efi
c
e a d de el e beca e i ei he
ecifie[d]
b a ia e[d] he e
207
claims with record evidence. Again, the D.C. Circuit did not elaborate on what
types of evidence might be necessary or helpful in making out a claim. Finally, the
D.C. Circuit permitted some limited justifications where Microsoft had narrowly
asserted that its conduct was a valid exercise of its intellectual property rights,208 and
where integration of Internet Explorer and Windows code was shown to be
functionally necessary.209
In sum, it is possible for courts deciding subsequent antitrust cases to try to
a l Mic
f defi i i n of procompetitive justifications as a standard by which
to assess asserted justifications. A court could do so by looking for two criteria: (1)
whether the defendant had asserted a cognizable justification i.e., a justification
that demonstrated some improvement in market efficiency or consumer appeal; and
(2) whether the defendant had substantiated this justification with record evidence.
205

Sig ifica l , Mic
f
l e la a i f i e cl i e deali g i ha i a
kee
developers focused upon its APIs which is to say, it wants to preserve its power in the operating
system market. . . . That is not an unlawful end, but neither is it a procompetitive justification for
he ecific ea he e i
e i , a el e cl i e deali g c
ac
i h IAP . Microsoft,
253 F.3d at 71.
206 Mic
f ffe
c
e i i e j ifica i f he e clusive dealing arrangement. It
makes only the irrelevant claim that the [provision at issue in the] deal is part of a multifaceted set
of agreements between itself and Apple . . . . [T]hat does not mean it has any procompetitive
j ifica i . Id. at 74.
207 Al h
gh Mic
f d e ake
e ge e al clai
ega di g he be efi f i eg a i g
the browser and the operating system . . . it neither specifies nor substantiates those claims. Nor
does it argue that either excluding IE from the Add/Remove Programs utility or commingling code
achieves any integrative benefit. . . . Microsoft failed to meet its burden of showing that its conduct
e e a
e he ha
ec i g i
eai g
e
l . Id. at 66 67.
208 Id. at 63 64.
209 Id. at 67.
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A plaintiff would then be permitted to argue that a less restrictive means to achieve
the same benefit was available a d ha
e , he defe da
c nduct resulted in a
greater anticompetitive effect than procompetitive benefit. More helpful to courts
reviewing future cases, however, would have been a clearer statement from the D.C.
Circuit that it meant for its definition to be applied in this way. It would also have
been helpful for the D.C. Circuit to specifically list and demonstrate use of the
criteria that seemed to be animating its reasoning. Further, subsequent cases would
have been improved with more guidance regarding which categories of efficiencies
might be cognizable and what types of evidence might be helpful to substantiate a
claim. Finally, future cases would have benefited from greater consideration of less
restrictive alternatives in the Microsoft decision. However, because the Plaintiff did
not offer any such rebuttals to the Microsoft claims found to be cognizable, there
was nothing for the appellate court to review.210
Ultimately, the reasoning of Microsoft, while helpful for setting out a
defi i i
f
c
e i i e j ifica i , fail
ffe a e i
ci e
framework or standard to use when determining whether to credit asserted
procompetitive justifications arising out of the operation of digital platform
businesses.
B. Rejecting Proposals for Reforming Review of Procompetitive Justifications
Advanced in Legal Scholarship and Minority Circuit Courts
Several scholars have noted that when to credit a procompetitive justification
within rule of reason remains poorly defined in case law. 211 Whereas these scholars
agree that a more uniform approach could improve the predictability of antitrust
outcomes and reduce error risks, they diverge on what approach to adopt.212 Three
proposed approaches for when to credit a procompetitive justification include: (1)
where the conduct solves a market failure; (2) where the conduct improves the
competitive process; or (3) where the conduct falls within some predetermined set
of categories for permitted justifications.213 None of these approaches, however,
210 Plai

iff did
eb Mic
f i eg a i clai f c de ha a
ic l ece a . Id.
at 67. I i
clea he he he lai iff eb ed Mic
f clai ha a li i ed b e f c
ac
restrictions would be necessary to protect its copyrighted work, as the decision does not reference
any rebuttal in permitting this claim. Id. at 64.
211 John M. Newman, Procompetitive Justifications in Antitrust Law, 94 IND. L.J. 501, 503
(2019) (citing Lawrence A. Sullivan et al., THE LAW OF ANTITRUST: AN INTEGRATED HANDBOOK
5.3f, a 223 (3d ed. 2016) ( [W]ha c
i e a ff e i g be efi
c
eii
e ai a
e i lef
e )).
212 Newman, supra note 211, at 502 05.
213 Id. at 504 05.
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adequately considers the broad range of ways that digital platform defendants enable
efficiencies in the markets where they compete. Thus, these approaches do not offer
an improvement over the existing efficiencies-focused approach used in most circuit
courts.
1. Market Failure Approach
One approach that antitrust scholars like John M. Newman have proposed is
c edi a defe da
j ifica i
he e i alle ia e a a ke fail e, i.e., i
e
214
some previously inefficient allocation of market resources. A market failure might
be the result of hold-ups to deal-making like high transaction costs, coordination
challenges and information asymmetries.215 It may also be the result of costs being
borne by only a few market participants, as with free-riding.216
Ne
a
a ke fail e a
ach aligns best with Supreme Court decisions
that have focused their analysis of procompetitive justifications on economic effects.
J ice B a dei s reasoning in Chicago Board of Trade, which permitted balancing
a e ai
anticompetitive effect against evidence showing that the same restraint
hel ed
i
e a ke c di i
h gh i c ea i g he
be f adi g
partners, reducing transaction costs, and lessening risk from failed transactions,
could be considered as aligned with this approach.217 In the vertical restraint context,
the Supreme Court credits conduct designed to limit free-riding among retailers, a
market failure, as procompetitive.218 More recently, in Ohio v. American Express,
the Supreme Court suggested openness to crediting justifications shown to reduce
negative externalities like free-riding outside the vertical restraint context.219 No
Supreme Court decision has ever required a defendant, however, to go further than
showing that an alleged procompetitive justification improved market conditions
and show that it actually alleviated a market failure.

214 Id.

at 504, 509. See also Thomas L. Greaney, Quality of Care and Market Failure Defenses
in Antitrust Health Care Litigation, 21 CONN. L. REV. 605 (1989) (arguing correcting market
failures may justify some restraints in healthcare markets); Peter J. Hammer, Antitrust Beyond
Competition: Market Failures, Total Welfare, and the Challenge of Intramarket Second-Best
Tradeoffs, 98 MICH. L. REV. 849 (2000) (arguing that restraints may sometimes be justified where
a market is not functioning optimally).
215 Newman, supra note 211, at 510 12.
216 Id.
217 246 U.S. 231, 240 41 (1918).
218 Leegin Creative Leather Prod., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877, 878 (2007).
219 Ohio v. Am. Express Co., 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2289 90 (2018).
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Ne
a a
ach i deficie f e e al ea
a d
ld
k ell
to assess the conduct of digital platform defendants. Fi , Ne
a
defi i i n of
a ke fail e
he ele a
a ke
d ce
c e ha a e le efficie
ha he
igh be is broad and indeterminate, making application of the
approach difficult in practice.220 The definition seems to encompass any market that
falls short of perfect competition. In doing so, the approach provides no benefit or
guide to practitioners regarding when a procompetitive justification should be
credited. Sec d, Ne
a
a
ach d e
fi ell to a circumstance where a
platform owner develops an entirely new way to match buyers and sellers or offer a
product or service. Platform providers like Uber and Airbnb, which conceptualized
novel ways to deliver traditional services like taxi and limousine rides and shortterm apartment rentals, would be barred from seeking procompetitive justifications
for restraints that flow out from making these platforms operational, like setting rules
limiting direct negotiations between users on the platform over ride price (Uber) or
limiting direct communication for booking and billing (Airbnb).221 Failure to credit
justifications from creating a new product or significantly improving how an existing
service is offered would seem in derogation of the Supreme Cour h ldi g i
BMI.222 F he , Ne
a
a
ach igh not credit efficiencies from defendant
conduct that merely improves competitive conditions without demonstrating a
market failure, such as platform conduct to reduce search and contract formation
costs or to set rules for online auctions.223 This is despite similar cost reduction and
regulatory-type behavior being credited for improving efficiencies in Chicago Board
of Trade.224 Ne
a
a
ach al
d e
a ea
ca
e la f
efficiencies from increased innovation and improved allocative efficiency, which
platform businesses help to promote.225 This position stands in opposition to that of
several circuit courts, which specifically require recognition of innovation
improvements as a cognizable efficiency,226 or others that have suggested openness
220 Suggesting some market conditions

that fall short of perfect competition, Newman identifies
conditions likely to persist in most markets: imperfect information, lack of market power,
transaction costs, externalities, irrational behavior by market participants. Newman, supra note
211, at 509, 512.
221 See supra 3. Self-Regulation and Improved Information Sharing, (5); see also Benjamin G.
Edelman & Damien Geradin, Efficiencies and Regulatory Shortcuts: How Should We Regulate
Companies Like Airbnb and Uber, 19 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 293, 298 (2016).
222 441 U.S. 1 (1979).
223 See supra 1. Reduced Search Costs.
224 246 U.S. 231 (1918).
225
See supra 4. Increased Rate of Innovation.
226 McWane, Inc. v. FTC, 783 F.3d 814, 841 (11th Cir. 2015) (permitting justifications that
ha e he effec
ed ce c , i c ea e
i
e
d c
ali , e ice,
i
a i ).
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to recognizing innovation improvements.227 In sum, in attempting to streamline
c
a
ach a e i g
c
e i i e j ifica i , Ne
a e
e
many categories of efficiencies that should be credited, especially for digital
platform defendants.
2. Competitive Process Approach
A second approach that some antitrust scholars including Gregory J. Werden
ha e a g ed f i a c
eii e
ce
a
ach, he eb
c
eii e
justifications would be assessed holistically in conjunction with anticompetitive
effects to determine whether conduct on net helps or harms competition.228 Werden
cites to the decision of Professional Engineers to support his view, where Justice
Stevens wro e ab
le f ea
a al i : [T]he
e f he a al i i
f
229
a j dg e ab
he c
e i i e ig ifica ce f he e ai .
Some Supreme Court cases have suggested that procompetitive justifications
should be analyzed broadly in terms of their effects to competition. In Chicago
Board of Trade, J ice B a dei
e ha [ ]he e e f legali i he he he
restraint imposed is such as merely regulates and perhaps thereby promotes
c
eii
he he i i
ch a a
e
e e de
c
e i i . 230
In NCAA, J ice S e e
e ha he l i a e f c
f he i
i , efe i g
le f ea
a al i , i
he he
ot the challenged restraints enhance
231
c
eii .
Further, the C
e ha he c i e i
be ed i j dgi g he
232
alidi
f a e ai
ade i i i ac
c
eii .

227 U

i ed S a e . A le, I c., 791 F.3d 290, 334 (2d Ci . 2015) ( ejec i g A le a e ed
procompetitive justification of improving innovation through collaboration with publishers only
he e i failed
e abli h a c ec i be ee he e be efi and the conspiracy among Apple
a d he P bli he Defe da
).
228 Gregory J. Werden, Antitrust's Rule of Reason: Only Competition Matters, 79 ANTITRUST
L.J. 713, 732 36 (2014); see also Barak Orbach, How Antitrust Lost Its Goal, 81 FORDHAM L.
REV. 2253, 2256 (2013).
229 Notably, Professional Engineers
a e l ed de a
ick l k a
ach ha did
look very far past the plain anticompetitive effects of the restraint at issue, thus was not a rule of
reason analysis that actually considered procompetitive justifications in its analysis. 435 U.S. 679,
692 93 (1978) ( While hi i
ice fi i g a
ch,
elab a e i d
a al i i e i ed
de
a e he a ic
e i i e cha ac e f ch a ag ee e , a d [ ] i face, hi
agreement res ai
ade i hi he ea i g f 1 f he She a Ac . ).
230 246 U.S. 231, 238 (1918).
231 468 U.S. 85, 86 (1984).
232 Id. at 104.
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However, the competitive process approach is deficient in several ways
and would not work well to assess the conduct of digital platform defendants. First,
the competitive process approach does not clearly delineate what conduct tends to
help as opposed to harm competition. It speaks generally about harms to competition
and the c
eii e
ce , b d e
clea l deli ea e ha c d c
ld be
233
permissible. Were this approach adopted, digital platform defendants would have
no greater clarity about whether their conduct conforms with the law and instead
may be even more befuddled about what is required of them. Second, it is not
obvious that the competitive process approach would permit platform owners that
develop an entirely new way to match buyers and sellers or offer a product or service,
as in the examples of Uber and Airbnb above, to claim a precompetitive
justification.234 Scholars supporting this approach have not specified whether the
improvement to competition must take place in an existing antitrust market or if
creating a new market altogether, as in markets for app-based delivery of ridesharing services or short-term rentals, could be credited. Ye , he S e e C
holding in BMI strongly suggests that offering a new product or service to market or
significantly reducing transaction costs should be credited as a procompetitive
justification.235 Rela edl , i i
clea he he a i gle fi
i
e e
f
product and services delivery on its own platform through regulatory behavior could
be credited if there is no showing that competition improved in the market more
broadly.236 Third, it is not clear how this approach would view platform efficiencies
like improving innovation and resource allocation.237 On one hand, these efficiencies
reduce the costs of market entry and ensure that resources flow to their highest
valued use. And yet, because these efficiencies pose a more indirect improvement to
competition than effects to prices and output, it is not clear that the competitive
process approach would permit crediting these efficiencies. Finally, the approach
ddle le f ea
multi-pronged, burden-shifting framework. Instead of first
asking whether a plaintiff met the requisite showing of anticompetitive harm and
then determining if a defendant can show an offsetting procompetitive justification,
the approach considers all the evidence together. In addition to being contrary to
accepted antitrust practice, the approach would obscure whether a case is more
233

See, e.g., Werden, supra note 228, at 713 44 (describing restraints as anticompetitive for
e i
fc
eii
c
i
f he c
eii e
ce ).
234 See supra note 221 and accompanying text.
235 441 U.S. 1 (1979).
236 See supra 3. Self-Regulation and Improved Information Sharing. Regulatory-type behavior
was credited for improving efficiencies in Chicago Board of Trade, but in that case, the defendant
e le f
a ac i g
a i e g ai af e h
f he e i e a ke ,
j
e la f
.
246 U.S. 231 (1918).
237 See supra 4. Increased Rate of Innovation.
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properly resolved under a per se analysis, forestalling consideration of
procompetitive justifications altogether.
3. Categorical Approach
Some scholars have argued for a categorical approach, where justifications
would only be credited if they fall into certain predetermined categories.238 The
Tenth and Eleventh Circuits have adopted this approach, permitting justifications
that ha e led
i c ea i g
, c ea i g e a i g efficie cie , aki g a e
product available, enhancing product or service quality, and widening consumer
ch ice 239
ha ed ce c , i c ea e tput or improve product quality, service,
i
a i , 240 respectively.
The categorical approach has several positive attributes. Practically, it is the
easiest approach to apply and might help reduce the time and expense to litigate
antitrust cases under rule of reason, which courts have noted to be considerable.241
Further, the included categories are fairly broad, spanning economic effects like
reduced cost and increased output as well as more abstract considerations like
improvements to innovation and widening consumer choice.242 The Supreme Court

238 Newman,

supra note 211, at 516.
I
d i g, he Te h Ci c i ci ed he A e ica Ba A cia i
A e ica La
Developments publication, which suggested that a justification could be credited where it reflected
a legitimate business goal e.g., maximizing short-run profits, preventing free riding, or aligning
he i ce i e f di ib
. La . NCAA, 134 F.3d 1010, 1023 (10 h Ci . 1998).
240 The Ele e h Ci c i ad
ed he l e c
a
ach, which had constructed categories
from reasoning in Indiana Federation of Dentists, BMI, and a First Circuit decision. The Eleventh
Ci c i al fa abl ci ed
la g age i Philli A eeda a d He be H e ka
a i
treatise. McWane, Inc. v. FTC., 783 F.3d 814, 841 (11th Cir. 2015) (citing Data Gen. Corp. v.
Grumman Sys. Support Corp., 36 F.3d 1147, 1183 (1st Cir. 1994), abrogated by Reed Elsevier,
Inc. v. Muchnick, 559 U.S. 154 (2010)).
241 Leegin Creative Leather Prod., Inc. v. PSKS, Inc., 551 U.S. 877, 917 (2007) ( [L]i iga i g
a le f ea
ca e i
e f he
c l
ced e i a i
ac ice. ) (B e e , J.,
dissenting) (quoting HERBERT HOVENKAMP, THE ANTITRUST ENTERPRISE 105 (2005)); see also
A i a . Ma ic a C . Med. S c , 457 U.S. 332, 343 (1982) ( The elab a e i i i
he
reasonableness of a challenged business practice entails significant costs. Litigation of the effect
or purpose of a practice often is extensive a d c
le . ).
242 McWane, 783 F.3d at 841 (permitting a procompetitive justification where the conduct had
he effec
ed ce c , i c ea e
i
e
d c
ali , e ice,
i
a i );
Law, 134 F.3d 1010, 1023 (10th Cir. 1998) (permitti g i c ea i g
, c ea i g e a i g
efficiencies, making a new product available, enhancing product or service quality, and widening
c
e ch ice a j ifica i ).
239
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has not yet ruled on whether a categorical approach to assessing procompetitive
justifications would be permitted or useful.
The categorical approach should, however, be rejected for several reasons.
First, it is overly formulaic and likely to lead to errors where categories are construed
too narrowly or too broadly.243 This is worrisome for digital platform defendants
experimenting with new ways to transact and offer services to customers, as they
may unexpectedly find themselves unable to assert a justification. Whereas some
platform efficiencies like reduced search and contract formation costs are likely to
be credited, it is not clear that self-regulatory conduct fits into a category used by the
Tenth or Eleventh Circuit.244 This is despite a long history of similar cost reduction
and regulatory-type behavior being credited for improving efficiencies dating back
to Chicago Board of Trade.245 Further, the categories of justifications adopted in
jurisdictions that apply this approach are not uniform and are likely to lead to
confusion. Both the Tenth and Eleventh Circuit permit increasing output and
improving product or services quality to be credited, but only the Tenth Circuit
permits creating operating efficiencies and making a new product available, and only
the Eleventh Circuit credits reducing cost and improving innovation.246 These types
of incongruities are problematic for digital platform defendants that often serve a
national market and thus face potentially conflicting legal treatment. Digital
platform defendants would also be better served by an approach that consistently
recognized improvements to innovation and allocative efficiency as cognizable
procompetitive justifications.247 Finally, it is not clear that the Supreme Court would
ever adopt a categorical approach for crediting procompetitive justifications. The
Supreme Court has consistently used very broad language to describe what conduct
can be recognized as a procompetitive justification.248

243 Newman,

supra note 211, at 534 35 (noting that greater output of goods that consumers do
not value, like low quality products or pollution, would be permitted under the categorical
approach but not under the market failure approach).
244 See supra 1. Reduced Search Costs.
245 246 U.S. 231 (1918).
246 McWane, 783 F.3d at 84; Law, 134 F.3d at 1023.
247 See supra 4. Increased Rate of Innovation.
248
In Indiana Federation of Dentists, he S e e C
ad i ed c edi i g he c ea i
f
efficiencies in the operation of a market or the provision of goods a d e ice . 476 U.S. 447,
459 (1986) (citations omitted). In BMI, i gge ed c edi i g e ai
ha i c ea e ec
ic
efficie c a d e de a ke
e, a he ha le , c
e i i e. 441 U.S. 1, 20 (1979).
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C. PROPOSAL: Broad consideration for the ways that platforms improve market
efficiencies with some clarification but no explicit change to how procompetitive
justifications are assessed within rule of reason
No radical departure from the existing efficiencies-focused approach for
assessing procompetitive justifications within rule of reason analysis is necessary or
helpful for antitrust cases involving digital platform defendants. The existing
efficiencies-focused approach to review asserted procompetitive justifications is
sufficiently broad and flexible to consider the range of ways that digital platform
defendants enable efficiencies in the markets where they compete. As demonstrated
below in recent cases implicating digital platforms, courts already consider a broad
a ge f defe da
a e ed efficie cie a d a
ia el c ide he he he
defendant has carried its burden to substantiate these efficiencies with record
evidence. Further, existing rule of reason analysis is well-calibrated to permit only
restraints well-tailored to achieving efficiencies by requiring that no less restrictive
alternative to achieving that benefit exist. Finally, existing rule of reason analysis
already contemplates net effects to competition by weighing the anticompetitive
effects of a restraint against the procompetitive benefits in its final balancing
requirement.
Al h gh he S e e C
a e e in Indiana Federation of Dentists
regarding when courts should credit a procompetitive justification when it is
h
be efi c
eii
h gh c ea i
f efficie cie
is vague, this
remains the best approach to guide lower courts, because it is sufficiently broad and
flexible to consider the range of efficiencies that a defendant may assert and support
with record evidence.249 This approach also incorporates preexisting jurisprudence
from Chicago Board of Trade, BMI, NCAA, and Professional Engineers, all of which
lend further specification to which justifications might be credited. Conduct that
hel [ ] i
e a ke c di i
b i c ea i g he
be f adi g a e
and deals, reducing information asymmetries, removing risk, and improving
allocation of resources may be permitted by analogizing to the facts of Chicago
Board of Trade.250 Conduct that is necessary to overcome extreme transactional costs
and to vindicate an intellectual property right may be permitted under BMI.251 And,
conduc ha i c ea e[ ]
a d ed ce[ ] . . . ice,
ak[e ]
ible a e
249

Indiana Fed’n of Dentists, 476 U.S. at 459 (describing a procompetitive justification as
ec
e aili g
c
e i i e i e such as, for example, the creation of efficiencies in
he e a i
f a a ke
he
ii
f g d a d e ice . . . . ) (ci a i
i ed).
250 246 U.S. 231, 240 (1918).
251 441 U.S. 1, 20 (1979).
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d c,
ide [ ] c
e ch ice,
e ha ce[ ] blic i e e [i he ele a
d c ] a be c
a ed
he ca eg ie f efficie cie ha he S e e C
252
considered in NCAA. Conduct that represents a refusal to compete on price or that
di
he di a gi e a d ake f he a ke lace
e ice ca
be
253
considered procompetitive in the application of Professional Engineers. The
majority of circuit courts are right to follow the approach of Indiana Federation of
Dentists and apply a broad standard that considers a wide range of cognizable
efficiencies instead of limiting review to a pre-set category of efficiencies, as the
minority of circuit courts have tried to do.254
One improvement that reviewing courts can adopt is to take the definition for
assessing procompetitive justifications provided in Microsoft (itself an outgrowth of
Indiana Federation of Dentists) and try to operationalize it as a series of steps for
review: (1) assess if a procompetitive justification is cognizable, i.e., if it implicates
an efficiency improvement; (2) determine if it is substantiated in fact; and (3) assess
whether there is a less restrictive alternative to achieving the same result, should the
plaintiff so assert that there is one.255 As demonstrated in the cases below, most courts
consider these three elements in some manner, but like the D.C. Circuit in Microsoft,
they do not tend to clearly describe their process.256 More strictly following a series
of steps like those outlined above would help businesses and legal practitioners to
understand if an asserted justification failed for not being cognizable, not being
supported by record evidence, or not being sought out through the least restrictive
means to do so. Thus, cases could be more instructive to those in the field regarding
what type of conduct will be recognized as efficiency improving and what evidence
is helpful to substantiate a claim. Cases might also be more instructive for reflecting
what types of alternatives a party may need to undertake before imposing a restraint
with certain deleterious effects to competition. Finally, this approach might
streamline review on appeal to the extent that parties can stipulate that only one
a ec f he l e c
deci i i bei g c e ed.
One additional improvement in cases involving digital platform defendants is
for practitioners, not courts, to more specifically enunciate the efficiency being
asserted and to try to substantiate that efficiency with more fulsome record evidence.
252 468

U.S. 85, 102 03, 113 14, 117 (1984).
U.S. 679, 692 93 (1978).
254 See supra 2. Treatment of Procompetitive Justifications in Recent Cases.
255 United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001) (defining
c
e i i e j ifica i
a nonpretextual claim that its conduct is indeed a form of
competition on the merits because it involves, for example, greater efficiency or enhanced
c
e a eal ).
256 See infra D. Application to recent cases involving digital platform defendants.
253 435
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As described above, the range of potential efficiencies that a platform defendant may
assert is broad: improving market efficiencies through reducing costs, improving
quality, facilitating information sharing, speeding innovation and improving
allocative efficiency, among others.257 Yet, the defendant must show that a given
restraint actually furthers an asserted efficiency it is not sufficient to be granted a
procompetitive justificati
ha a la f
di a b i e
eai
achie e
this result without the restraint. The cases involving Apple and Sabre below
contemplate this circumstance: in both cases, the court was right to reject outright or
h ld he j
de ermination rejec i g he defe da
a e ed j ifica i f
not providing record evidence that showed that the restraint itself furthered an
efficiency.258 Otherwise, the restraint is merely anticompetitive conduct undertaken
by an entity that would otherwise produce efficiencies in the market where it
competes. The latter circumstances should not be afforded any special deference or
consideration in antitrust review.
D. Application to recent cases involving digital platform defendants
From a review of recent antitrust cases involving digital platform businesses
as defendants,259 courts have so far stepped up to the challenge of broadly
considering possible efficiencies associated with the operation of these businesses,
while also ensuring that a justification is only credited where it is supported by
adequate evidence and no less restrictive alternative to achieving this benefit exists.
This result supports thi N e c cl i
ha
adical cha ge
the existing
approach for assessing procompetitive justifications is necessary but that some
greater uniformity and precision in how the approach is applied would be helpful.
257

See supra C. Market Efficiencies Specific to Platform Businesses
US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., No. 11 Civ. 2725 (LGS), slip op. at *1 2
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 21, 2017), vacated and remanded, 938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019); United States v.
Apple, Inc., 791 F.3d 290, 296 98 (2d Cir. 2015).
259 Based on a combination of keyword, headnote, and citing reference searches conducted on
the dominant legal search platform, there have only been a handful of antitrust cases involving
these defendants that reached a final determination on the merits in the 20 years since the Microsoft
decision. Searches were conducted in the timeframe July 2020 to October 2020. Representative
B lea ea che i cl ded ea che f
c
e i i e j ifica i
a da i
a d e
k
effec , i he i ef a e Ja a 1, 2002
ee ,
c ee f ca e decided af e Microsoft.
Headnote and citing reference searches originating from the Microsoft decision well overlapped
with keyword and Boolean searches. In total, some 60 cases were reviewed with varying depth to
determine whether a digital platform business was implicated in the case and if the reviewing court
reached a final decision on the merits. Fewer than half a dozen cases were found to meet this
description.
258
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1. Realcomp II, Ltd. v. FTC
Realcomp, an association of approximately 14,000 real estate agents and
brokers, provides two critical services to its members: access to its MLS database
and advertising services.260 Realcomp maintains the largest MLS database in
Michigan, with detailed information about available property listings and contact
information for brokers representing home sellers.261 The Realcomp database is only
available to Realcomp association members.262 Realcomp also provides an
advertising service for members that allows them to share information about active
listings on the MLS database to certain pre-approved public-facing websites.263 All
brokers, whether full-service or limited service, pay the same fee to become
Realcomp members and access its services.264
The FTC accused Realcomp of violating the FTC Act for two practices.265
Fi , he FTC challe ged Realc
lic f ef i g
ha e i f
a i ab
certain exclusive agency listings and other nontraditional listings in its MLS
database to public-facing websites as part of advertising services that it offered to
association members.266 Sec d, he FTC challe ged Realc
ac ice f
preventing exclusive agency and other non-traditional listings from being included
in the default search settings for its MLS database.267 The FTC alleged that these
practices were designed to insulate traditional, higher fee brokers from competition
with new low-cost, limited-service brokers and individual buyers and sellers.268
Realcomp claimed two procompetitive justifications for its conduct.
Realcomp clai ed ha i c d c ed ced f ee- idi g b
-traditional brokers
and individuals, who allegedly did not pay full fare for the benefits of property
260

Realcomp II, Ltd. v. FTC, 635 F.3d 815, 819 20 (6th Cir. 2011).
at 820, 830 (noting that the factfinder determined that the Realcomp MLS reached about
80 percent of home buyers in the relevant antitrust market of real estate brokerage services in
Southeastern Michigan, and that through re-postings on public-facing websites, brokers could
reach about 90 percent of home buyers).
262 Id.
263 Id.
264 Id. at 820.
265 Id. a 824 ( Beca e [ ]he FTC Ac '
hibi i
f fai c
e i i a d dece i e ac
or practices . . . overlaps the scope of § 1 of the Sherman Act . . . aimed at prohibiting restraint of
ade, e ely upon Sherman Act jurisprudence in determining whether the challenged policies
i la ed Sec i 5 f he FTC Ac . ) (quoting Cal. De al A
. FTC, 526 U.S. 756, 762 . 3
(1999)).
266 Id. at 822.
267 Id.
268 Id. at 820 22.
261 Id.
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advertising, listing, and search services that they received from Realcomp.269 The
defendant also claimed that its conduct helped to reduce a biddi g di ad a age
that buyers using traditional brokers faced when bidding against buyers with lowcost brokers.270
In the initial FTC Commission decision, the Commission succinctly but
comprehensively reviewed and rejected both of he la f
defe da
procompetitive justifications and applied the right law to do so. Citing Indiana
Federation of Dentists, he C
i i
a ed ha i e ie
ld l k f
e
countervailing procompetitive virtue - such as, for example, the creation of
efficie cie i he e a i
f a a ke
he
ii
f g d a d e ice . 271
O li i g i a
ach, he C
i i
e ha i
ld a e : he he h e
purported justifications are legitimate (i.e. c g i able a d la ible ); he he
they are supported by evidence in the record; and whether the restraints they impose
a e a ea abl ece a
ea
achie e a legi i a e,
c
e i i e e d. 272 As
ch, he C
i i
a
ach a igh ly aligned with the process for evaluating
procompetitive justifications outlined in Microsoft and proposed by the Note as a
best practice.273 Analyzing Realc
fi
c
e i i e j ifica i
f ed ci g
free-riding, the Commission had no trouble analogizing to the vertical restraint
context and determining that such an efficiency could be cognizable.274 The
Commission then promptly rejected this claim on a finding that no record evidence
showed that the restraint in fact improved market outcomes; instead, all users,
traditional and low-cost brokers, had to pay the same access fees to use the Realcomp
platform,
he e a
f ee ide. 275 The Commission also did not struggle to
269

Id. at 835.
Id. (clai i g a i e
ed ce f ee id[i g]
he Realc
e be
h i e a d
participate in the MLS through the payment of dues and who otherwise undertake to support the
c e a i e e dea
f he MLS ).
271 In the Matter of Realcomp II Ltd., A Corp., 2009-2 Trade Cas. *16 (CCH) ¶ 76784 (MSNET
Oct. 30, 2009).
272 Id. at *28.
273 United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 58 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
274 In the Matter of Realcomp II Ltd., A Corp., 2009-2 Trade Cas. *30 (CCH) ¶ 76784 (MSNET
Oct. 30, 2009).
275 Id. at *30 31 (finding that because all brokers and sellers on the Realcomp platform had to
a di ec l f
eb i e acce
gai acce h gh a i a ce f a c
e a i g b ke , he e
a
f ee ide a all he e a d [ ]he c
a e i e fa iliar with - and have consistently
rejected - eff
de
a a f ee- idi g j ifica i
ha i i fac a eff
ec a
less-demanded, higher-priced product from competition by a lower-priced product that consumers
a
efe
e
gl . ).
270
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determine that Realcom
ec d clai f
l i g a biddi g di ad a age
among types of brokers merely masked an attempt by traditional brokers to prevent
low-cost brokers from passing on cost-savings to customers.276 Thus, this claim
failed to demonstrate a cognizable efficiency improvement.277 The Sixth Circuit
l i a el c fi ed he C
i i
ea i g a d e l .278
In sum, both the Commission and the Sixth Circuit demonstrated no difficulty
in assessing procompetitive justifications asserted by a digital platform defendant
under the broad efficiencies-focused approach outlined in Indiana Federation of
Dentists and Microsoft. The Commission considered both whether the alleged
justifications were cognizable efficiency improvements and if they were supported
by record evidence. It also clearly outlined its reasoning to do so. The Sixth Circuit
was right to confirm this reasoning and result.
2. US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp.
In Sabre, an airline brought suit against the owner of a global distribution
e ( GDS ), a c
e e e ai
e ice ha a che ai li e a d he
travel providers with travel agents looking to book travel plans for mostly corporate
clients.279 In its 2011 contract with Sabre, US Airways paid Sabre a booking fee of
at least $3.41 per US Airways flight segment booked on the Sabre platform.280 In the
period 2006 to 2012, Sabre paid more than $1.2 billion in incentive fees to travel
agents to encourage them to use its platform.281
US Airways claimed that Sabre had violated the Sherman Act through several
contract provisions in the agreement between the companies.282 The provisions
276

See id. at *32 34.
Id. a *33 (h ldi g ha a
ed a lic de ig ed
i c ea e
, i
e
d c ali , e ice i
a i , Realc
biddi g lic ade i ea ie f a i c be
class of brokers to avoid price competition for fees) (quoting Polygram Holding, Inc., 136 F.T.C.
310 (2003), aff’d, Polygram Holding, Inc. v. FTC, 416 F.3d 29 (D.C. Cir. 2005)).
278 The Si h Ci c i c fi
ed he C
i i
de e i a i
ha f ee-riding could be a
cognizable justification but was not supported by case evide ce, he ea he biddi g
di ad a age clai
a
a c g i able j ifica i . Realcomp II, Ltd. v. FTC, 635 F.3d 815,
834 36 (6th Cir. 2011).
279 US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., No. 11 Civ. 2725 (LGS), slip op. at *1 2
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 21, 2017) ( e ie i g Sab e
i f a j dg e a a a e f la
de
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 50(b) or, in the alternative, a new trial under Rules 50 and 59),
vacated and remanded, 938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019).
280
US Airways estimated that about 40% of its revenues were booked through Sabre and
another 25% were booked through rival GDS services. Id. at *4 5.
281 Id. at *5.
282 Id. at *2.
277
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prevented the plaintiff from offering discounts or better benefits on tickets booked
through non-Sabre sales channels or imposing surcharges on any tickets booked
h gh Sab e
la f
.283 The provisions also prevented US Airways from
inducing travel agents or customers to directly purchase tickets from the airline, i.e.,
to circumvent the Sabre system.284
Defe da
clai ed
c
e i i e j ifica i
f i c d c
ee
twofold. First, Sabre claimed that certain contract provisions enabled customers to
see the lowest-priced fares across all GDS networks.285 Thus, consumers could more
easily comparison shop for flights across airlines using the Sabre platform.286 Sabre
claimed that these contract provisions also encouraged efficient booking practices
by travel agents, as they reduced the time to make and change reservations.287
Second, Sabre claimed that its contract provisions were necessary to prevent US
Airways from undermining the agreement between the parties and offering a better
deal to rivals, as well as to prevent travel agent customers from being induced to use
another platform to book lower cost flights after having researched those flights on
Sab e la f
.288 That is, certain provision were necessary to deter free-riding on
the platform services.289
At the district court, a jury heard evidence from Sabre supporting its alleged
procompetitive justifications as well as from the plaintiff regarding less restricting
alternatives Sabre could have pursued.290 Sabre presented evidence that its contract
provisions led to increased competition among airlines by enabling travel agents to
shop more efficiently among multiple airlines and compare prices for fares. 291 US
Airways presented evidence that Sabre could have separately charged for searching
and booking flights, as well as permitted airlines to pass on a surcharge to customers
booking through Sabre where other platforms charged lower fees to the airline. 292
283 Id.

at *5.

284 Id.
285

US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., 105 F. Supp. 3d 265, 283 (S.D.N.Y. 2015)
( e ie i g Sab e s motion for summary judgment), aff’d, 938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019).
286 Id.
287 Id.
288 Id.
289 Id.
290 US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., No. 11 Civ. 2725 (LGS), slip op. at *15 16
(S.D.N.Y. Ma . 21, 2017) ( e ie i g Sab e
i f a j dg e a a a e f la
de
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 50(b) or, in the alternative, a new trial under Rules 50 and 59),
vacated and remanded, 938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019).
291 Id.
292 Id.
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US Airways argued that these alternatives would ha e ade a el e edied Sab e
free-riding concerns arising from travel agent booking practices while also
permitting greater competition among airlines by allowing them to pass along
savings from lower booking fees to customers.293 The jury ultimately determined that
Sabre unreasonably restrained trade through its contract provisions, demonstrating
that the jury ei he a
c
i ced b Sab e
c
e i i e j ifica i
a
a ed b US Ai a
e e ai
f le e ic i e al e a i e .294
While the district court played a more limited role in assessing the record
evidence in Sabre than in Realcomp because there was a jury sitting as factfinder,
where relevant, the court nonetheless demonstrated acuity in evaluating the platform
defe da
a serted procompetitive justifications. Re ie i g Sab e
i f
summary judgment, the district court found ha Sab e c
ac
ii
c ld
demonstrate benefits to competition from comparison shopping and more efficient
booking methods, i.e., they were cognizable, and thus would be assessed by the
jury.295 Analogizing to vertical restraint cases, the district court described that
[c]
ac
ii
ha e l i a be e
e efficie
d c
ee
296
c
e de a d a e
c
e i i e.
The c
al f
d Sab e f ee-riding
297
claims to be cognizable. Although the district court did not give a clear statement
as to what standard it was using to evaluate procompetitive justifications offered by
the defendant, its reasoning reflected that it was looking for justifications that
advanced a market efficiency and that were supported by record evidence, an
approach aligned with Indiana Federation of Dentists and Microsoft.298
Later, when e ie i g Sab e
i f a j dg e a a a e f la
de
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 50(b), the di ic c
held he j
de e i a i ha he defe da
j ifica i , hile c g i able
hei face, a
not have been convincingly substantiated, failed on a showing of less restrictive
al e a i e ,
el e failed
bala ce
g a ic
e i i e effec f
Sab e
299
conduct.
The court described the process for evaluating procompetitive
justifications as one that asks: [W]hether there [is] strong evidence that the
293

Id.

294 Id.
295 US Airways,

Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., 105 F. Supp. 3d 265, 283 (S.D.N.Y. 2015), aff’d,
938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019).
296 Id. (ci i g C
l T.V., I c. . GTE S lvania Inc., 433 U.S. 36, 54 55 (1977)).
297 Id.
298
FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986); U i ed S a e . Mic
f C .,
253 F.3d 34, 46 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
299 US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., No. 11 Civ. 2725 (LGS), slip op. at *15 16
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 21, 2017), vacated and remanded, 938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019).
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challenged practice creates substantial efficiencies by reducing participants costs or
i
i g
d c
e ice ali . 300 Although the court cited Phillip Areeda
and Herbert Hovenka
a i
ea i e for this standard instead of Indiana
Federation of Dentists or Microsoft, this approach largely aligns with the broad
efficiencies-focused approach promoted in those cases.301 One distinguishable aspect
is that neither Indiana Federation of Dentists nor Microsoft required a showing of
g e ide ce ha a challe ged ac ice c ea e
b a ial efficiencies,
e el a h i g f
e c
e aili g
c
e i i e i e such as, for
example, the creation of efficiencies in the operation of a market or the provision of
g d a d e ice
a nonpretextual claim that its conduct is indeed a form of
competition on the merits because it involves, for example, greater efficiency or
e ha ced c
e a eal. 302 That said, the Sabre court did not appear to apply a
heightened standard of review to assess the procompetitive justifications asserted by
the defendant.303 Rather, it found that Sabre presented evidence sufficient for the
defendant to carry its burden, but that the jury as factfinder was within its discretion
c edi Sab e
i e e
a g e , fi d ha he e e e lea e ic i e
means to achieve the same efficiencies, or de e i e ha
bala ci g, Sab e
304
conduct was anticompetitive. The district c
evaluation of procompetitive
justifications was not challenged on appeal to the Second Circuit.305
In sum, the district court adequately assessed procompetitive justifications
asserted by a digital platform defendant under a broad efficiencies-focused
approach. The district court, where appropriate, considered whether the alleged
justifications were cognizable efficiency improvements and if they were supported
by record evidence. Although the clarity and precision of its reasoning could be
improved, the district c
l i a e c cl i
e ea
ia e.

300

Id. at *15 (citing 7 Phillip E. Areeda and Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law ¶ 1507a, at
426 (3rd ed. 2010) for the standard for what constitutes a procompetitive justification).
301 FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986); United States v. Microsoft Corp.,
253 F.3d 34, 58 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
302 Ind. Fed’n of Dentists, 476 U.S. at 459; Microsoft, 253 F.3d at 58.
303 US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., No. 11 Civ. 2725 (LGS), slip op. at *15 16
(S.D.N.Y. Mar. 21, 2017), vacated and remanded, 938 F.3d 43 (2d Cir. 2019).
304 Id.
305 On appeal to the Second Circuit, Sabre challe ged he eliabili
f he di ic c
alternative verdict and urged a new determination of market definition in light of the Supreme
C
deci i i Ohio v. American Express. The case was reversed and remanded for a new trial
in light of the American Express decision. US Airways, Inc. v. Sabre Holdings Corp., 938 F.3d 43,
60 (2d Cir. 2019).
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3. Other relevant recent cases
As noted above, the courts have yet to fully resolve many cases involving
digital platform businesses as defendants.306 Two further recent cases suggest,
however, that existing rule of reason analysis and its efficiencies-focused standard
for assessing procompetitive justifications is sufficient to meet the challenge of
reviewing conduct undertaken by digital platform defendants.
In United States v. Apple, Inc., the Second Circuit correctly determined that
no procompetitive justifications applied to the conduct of a digital platform for ebook sales because the defendant, Apple, had participated in a horizontal pricefixing conspiracy with book publishers to try to gain market share in the e-books
market.307 In dicta that briefly c ide ed he e i
f A le
c
eii e
justifications
e c age a ke e
b
bli he
challe ge A a
market dominance and innovation benefits from collaboration with publishers to
i
e A le able
d c
the Second Circuit correctly recognized which of
A le
c
e i i e j ifica i
ee
c g i able, a d hich were
cognizable but not substantiated with record evidence. The Second Circuit did not
give a clear statement as to what standard it was using to reject A le
procompetitive justifications but it appeared to be looking for justifications that
advanced a market efficiency and that were supported by record evidence, an
approach aligned with Indiana Federation of Dentists and Microsoft.308
Regarding A le first justification, the use of anticompetitive conduct to
disrupt an existing market cartel, the Second Circuit properly determined that the
claim was not cognizable, as such conduct is never a permitted justification.309 The
Second Circuit also correctly determined that A le second justification,
improving innovation in tablet products, was cognizable but not supported by record
evidence.310 Apple did not provide any evidence to establish a connection between
the conduct at issue and the benefit that it alleged it could point to no new
306

See supra note 259.
791 F.3d 290, 296 98, 325 (2d Cir. 2015).
308 FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986); United States v. Microsoft Corp.,
253 F.3d 34, 58 (D.C. Cir. 2001).
309 Apple, 791 F.3d 330 34 ( [T]he di e
i i e c d c ha i
ic l
hibi ed b he
Sherman Act horizontal collusion to fix prices to cure a perceived abuse of market power.
Whatever its merit in the abstract, that preference for collusion over dominance is wholly foreign
a i
la . . . . I deed, he a e
j if a c
i ac
ai e ice
he ba i of the
potential threat that competition poses . . . is nothing less than a frontal assault on the basic policy
f he She a Ac . (ci i g Na l S c. f P f l E gi ee
. U i ed S a e , 435 U.S. 679, 680
(1978))).
310 Id. at 334 35.
307
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innovation that it had undertaken with book publishers nor an explanation for why a
price-fixing arrangement would be necessary to further this result.311 Thus, the court
came to a sensible conclusion using a broad, efficiencies-focused approach for
a e i g he defe da
a e ed
c
e i i e j ifica i
that required
justifications to be both cognizable and supported by record evidence. Whereas the
clarity and precision for what standard was being applied and what steps were being
taken to reach this result could be improved, the ultimate conclusion was
appropriate.
In Viamedia, Inc. v. Comcast Corp., the Seventh Circuit declined to resolve
the merits of an antitrust case implicating the conduct of a high technology platform,
Comcast, on a motion for summary judgment and reserved rule of reason analysis to
be undertaken by the factfinder.312 In dicta ha c ide ed he e i f C ca
procompetitive justifications for tying and refusing to deal with a rival in the market
for spot cable television advertising placement, the Seventh Circuit cited to the
Microsoft deci i
defi i i f
c
e i i e j ifica i
g ide a al i
313
upon remand to the court below. Thus, the Seventh Circuit intended for review of
procompetitive justifications to consider both whether a justification was cognizable
and if it was supported with record evidence. The court further expounded on what
justifications might be cognizable by citing to Phillip Areeda and Herbert
H e ka
a i
ea i e,
hich ad i e c edi i g
c
eii e
justifications where conduct results in highe
,i
ed
d c
ality,
energetic market penetration, successful research and development, cost-reducing
innovations, and the like. 314 This approach aligns well with the categories of
justifications discussed in NCAA, and is also not intended to be exhaustive, in accord
with the broad, efficiencies-focused approach of Indiana Federation of Dentists.315
While not deciding the issue, the Seventh Circuit expressed skepticism that Comcast
would be able to substantiate its alleged procompetitive justifications for tying and

311

Id.

312 951

F.3d 429, 461, 478, 485 (7 h Ci . 2020) ( Via edia ha alleged and offered evidence
of enough harm to competition from Comcast's refusal-to-deal and tying conduct for its claim to
go forward. Consideration of procompetitive justifications must wait for a comprehensive rule of
ea
a al i . ).
313 Id. at 463 64 (citing United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001)).
314 Id. at 478 (citing Phillip E. Areeda & Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Law: An Analysis of
Antitrust Principles and Their Application ¶ 651d, at 119 (4th ed. 2015)).
315 FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986); Na l C llegia e A hle ic A
.
Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Oklahoma, 468 U.S. 85, 102 03, 113 14, 117 (1984).
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refusing to deal with a rival with record evidence.316 As such, the Seventh Circuit
adopted a broad, efficiency-focused appr ach f e ie i g he defe da
alleged
procompetitive justifications that well encapsulated the leading cases for what
justifications are cognizable as well as required that any justifications be
substantiated in fact. Its analysis was clear and easy to follow upon remand to the
court below.
Two other recent decisions at the Supreme Court and courts of appeals
challenge whether courts are properly evaluating digital platform defe da
procompetitive justifications. These cases are, however, distinguishable for
involving mixed cases of antitrust and intellectual property licensing or for not
reaching the merits of a full rule of reason analysis.317
In Federal Trade Commission v. Qualcomm, Inc., the Ninth Circuit afforded
significant and
i i g eigh
Q alc
e la a i f
i g i ellec al
property licensing agreements to chip supply agreements to reduce transaction costs
from multi-level licensing agreements.318 The Ninth Ci c i
ea i g gge ed a
i gle fi
cost reduction alone might be sufficient to rebut an allegation of
anticompetitive harm or that it might be recognized as a procompetitive efficiency
despite no improvement to market competition.319 Yet, he Ni h Ci c i
ea i g
reflected special deference to Q alc
lice i g efe e ce gi e he a ic la
facts of the case a mixed case of antitrust and intellectual property rights.320 The
c
e ha he le f c
ac a d a e la are better equipped to handle
c
e cial di
e be ee echnologically advanced companies party to these

316 Viamedia,

951 F.3d at 479 80 ( If C cast has evidence of truly procompetitive benefits,
it should submit that evidence to the trier of fact. But the hypotheses it has offered thus far do not
e i le i
a j dg e . ).
317 Neither of the two cases that follow specifically addresses a digital platform defendant. Yet,
the defendants in these cases either offered products for distribution in a highly technologically
advanced market (Qualcomm) or the reviewing court considered the relevance and impact of
network effects to its inquiry (American Express).
318 The Ni h Ci c i
de e i a i
e
ed he di ic c
fi di g ha he e c
a i g ee
ed b ec d e ide ce: Q alc
'
ec ded a e e . . . h
that Qualcomm used to license rival modem chip suppliers, and that Qualcomm stopped licensing
rivals because it is more lucrative to license only OEMs. Nowhere . . . [did Qualcomm]
executive[s] raise concerns about multi-le el lice i g. FTC v. Qualcomm Inc., 411 F. Supp. 3d
658, 756 (N.D. Cal. 2019), rev'd and vacated, 969 F.3d 974 (9th Cir. 2020).
319 Qualcomm Inc., 969 F.3d at 996 97.
320 Id.
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licensing agreements, suggesting that the latter concern, not antitrust reasoning, was
motivating its result.321
In Ohio v. American Express, the Supreme Court suggested openness to
c edi i g A e ica E e
asserted procompetitive justifications for preventing
merchants from steering customers toward lower cost payment options at the
c
e
i
f
cha e: i
i gi eba dc
e i i among credit card
providers and reducing free-riding among merchants that hold themselves out as
accepting American Express.322 Thi a de i e he fac ha A e ica E e
anti-steering provisions reflected a direct restraint to negotiations over price,
presumably foreclosed by Professional Engineers, and evidence presented in the
district court and not reversed on appeal that American Express had raised prices to
merchants 20 times during the relevant five-year period.323 The Supreme Court did
not reach the merits of this determination, finding instead that the plai iff fail e
to show harm in a single market containing merchants and cardholders resolved the
case.324 F
j ice j i ed J ice B e e
di e i g i i , hich fa ed
finding anticompetitive harm at the first step of rule of reason analysis and
remanding the case to the Second Circuit for a determination of offsetting
procompetitive benefits.325 The dissent also expressed strong resistance to crediting
A e ica E e
a e ed procompetitive justifications.326
CONCLUSION
to
h

I
he

321

, he S e e C
a e e in Indiana Federation of Dentists as
c edi a defe da
a e ed
c
e i i e j ifica i
where it is
be efi c
eii
h gh c ea i
f efficie cie
remains the best

Id. (
i g a ell f
e FTC C
i i e J h a D. W igh , he a i
la a e
not well suited to govern contract disputes between private parties in light of remedies available
de c
ac
a e la a d i
i ga i
e edie i
ec
ac di
e ca ha e
harmful effects in terms of dampening incentives to participate in standard-setting bodies and to
c
e ciali e i
a i . SSOs, FRAND, and Antitrust: Lessons from the Economics of
Incomplete Contracts, 21 GEO. MASON L. REV. 791, 808-09 (2014)).
322 Ohio v. Am. Express Co., 138 S. Ct. 2274, 2289 90 (2018).
323 Id. at 2293 94 (J. B e e , di e i g) ( A
g he hi g , he di ic c
f
d ha
beginning in 2005 and during the next five years, American Express raised the prices it charged
merchants on 20 separate occasions . . . . The court of appeals did not reject any fact found by the
di ic c
a clea l e
e . ).
324 Id. at 2287 89.
325 Id. at 2302 04 (J. Breyer, dissenting).
326 Id.
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path forward for lower courts.327 This approach permits defendants, including digital
platform defendants, to assert a wide variety of justifications for their conduct, which
they must then substantiate with evidence demonstrating that an improvement to
market efficiencies has actually taken place. While somewhat vague, this approach
means that platform defendants have a chance to assert efficiency improvements
from reduced time and effort to find desired goods and services, reduced contracting
costs, increased product and services quality, increased rate of innovation, and
improved allocative efficiency as procompetitive justifications. In addition, earlier
Supreme Court decisions including Chicago Board of Trade, BMI, NCAA, and
Professional Engineers have helped to delineate what types of justifications may be
credited, including conduct that: increases output, reduces price, makes possible a
new product, expands consumer choice, or enhances consumer interest in the
relevant product.328
Further, existing rule of reason analysis is well designed to permit only
justifications well-tailored to achieving an asserted benefit to competition to
meaningfully affect the outcome of a case. The factfinder is within its discretion to
reject a justification where a defendant does not carry its burden of proof, a plaintiff
shows a less restrictive means to achieve the same benefit, or balancing shows that
he ha
f
he c d c a ic
e i i e effec
eigh its procompetitive
effect. Thus, whereas the body of efficiencies that might be credited as a
procompetitive justification is broad, very few will be determinative of an antirust
claim.
Finally, the existing approach appears to be working well as it is applied to
cases involving digital platform defendants. A review of recent cases implicating
these defendants confirms that lower courts have sufficient guidance for how to
apply the broad, efficiency-focused standard for assessing procompetitive
justifications from Indiana Federation of Dentists and Microsoft as well as how to
integrate these results into fuller rule of reason analysis. And, the current approach
is superior to other ways forward suggested in legal scholarship and experimented
with in a minority of circuit courts, which are poorly calibrated to considering the
range of ways that platforms enable efficiencies in the markets where they compete.

327

FTC . I d. Fed
f De i , 476 U.S. 447, 459 (1986) (de c ibi g a
c
eii e
j ifica i a
ec
e ailing procompetitive virtue such as, for example, the creation of
efficie cie i he e a i
f a a ke
he
ii
f g d a d e ice . . . . ) (ci a i
omitted).
328 Na l C llegia e A hle ic A
v. Bd. of Regents of Univ. of Oklahoma, 468 U.S. 85, 102
03, 113 14, 117 (1984).
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One improvement suggested by this Note is for courts to provide greater
clarity when assessing procompetitive justifications regarding what criteria they are
using to determine whether to credit a given efficiency. Courts can do so through
a l i g he defi i i f
c
e i i e j ifica i
de el ed i Microsoft as
a series of steps for review: (1) assess if a procompetitive justification is cognizable,
i.e., if it implicates an efficiency improvement; (2) determine if it is substantiated in
fact; and (3) assess whether there is a less restrictive alternative to achieving the
same result, should the plaintiff assert that there is one.329 Courts that more strictly
follow a series of steps like those above would help businesses and legal
practitioners to understand if an asserted justification failed for not being cognizable,
not being supported by record evidence, or not being sought out through the least
restrictive means. Thus, cases could be more instructive to those in the field
regarding what type of conduct will be recognized as efficiency improving and what
evidence is helpful to substantiate a claim. Cases might also be more instructive for
reflecting what types of alternatives a party might need to undertake before imposing
a restraint with certain deleterious effects to competition.

329

United States v. Microsoft Corp., 253 F.3d 34, 59 (D.C. Cir. 2001).

